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PREFACE
Applications of information technologies and computer-based systems in
management are practically indispensable due to still increasing complexity of
tasks assigned to managers as well as to merciless competition and challenging
environment of modern firms and businesses. Information systems are instrumental
in decision making, strategy planning, forecasting, market research, as well as in
risk assessment, modeling, and analysis, to name just a few examples.
In this monograph we present results of various research based on different
methodologies and utilizing many interesting cases, often directly related to business practice and real-life management problems, showing theoretical and practical
importance of the subject.
Current volume consist of 10 papers written by authors coming from different institutions. It provides a rich source of ideas, solutions, and perspectives. I
do believe that presented results will be useful to all parties dealing with information systems in management: researchers, experts, and business practitioners, including managers themselves. The chapters are ordered alphabetically, according
to the surnames of the first-named authors.
PRINCE2 methodology and the main benefits derived from it, utilized for
IT projects, are described. Special attention is given to the analysis of risk management and its influence on the success of an IT project. (M. Bolek,
W. Karwowski). The conditions that integrated system for risk management in IT
enterprises must fulfill are described, and different methods incorporated into the
one integrated system are analyzed (D. Dymek). Some of the most popular management systems used at Polish universities are analyzed and compared, moreover
case study of four leading institutions of higher education in Poland which are already implementing a SAP management system is presented (S. Jabłonowski,
W.Karwowski). A concept of a system that can help farm managers to use the integrated business planning approach while making strategic decisions at their work is
discussed (A. Mazurkiewicz). IT systems of the department of finance in a public
knowledge management system are presented, special attention is focused on IT
premises for creation of information society in a public administration, organization culture or consolidation and centralization of tax and customs systems
(K. Raczkowski). A monitoring methods of business processes with using IT system, which supports process approach is outlined (D. Strzęciwilk, R. Nafkha). A
computer simulation as a useful tool which provide an unique opportunity to support decision-making process is described, and an exploration of its strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats is presented (A. Szopa). The positive influ-
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ence of Information Technology usage by members of network organizations for
carry out all innovation process is described (G. Szymański, R. Blażlak). The
search for a model of a state eAdministration system is discussed and a computational experiment connected with the state budget system is presented
(J. Tchórzewski). Eventually, benefits from information systems to support management for companies are presented and the catalog of characteristics has been
established as a result of research and provides a basis for the creation of a matrix
tool that measure approximate likelihood of success in implementing e-learning.
(T. Woźniakowski, P. Jałowiecki, A. Orłowski).
Arkadiusz Orłowski
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RISK MANAGEMENT AS A KEY ELEMENT
FOR THE SUCCESS OF IT PROJECTS
IN THE PRINCE2 METHODOLOGY
Mariusz Bolek
Philips Polska

Waldemar Karwowski
Department of Informatics
Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW)

Summary: Proper project planning and managing is a very important skill.
The project manager not only has to be experienced, but he has to know and
use the proper methodologies. One of them is PRINCE2. In the paper the
PRINCE2 methodology and the main benefits derived from it, utilized for IT
projects, are described. Special attention is given to the analysis of risk
management and its influence on the success of an IT project. A case study of
a project in which good risk management led to finishing the project in time
and within the budget is spite of that the project was endangered by a failure.
Key words: project management, risk management, PRINCE2.
1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional Designing, implementing and deploying software applications is a
complex task. It depends on time, financial resources, company's structure and
organization. Every year many software projects are delayed or terminated without
significant results and other projects are often finished with limited functionality.
Moreover, their costs are larger than planned. This phenomenon is known since the
late 60's of the twentieth century as the software crisis [1]. Additionally, due to the
permanent "brainstorming", IT projects are frequently delivered to the client with
additional functionalities that the developers have invented themselves, which
comes together with additional errors and unacceptable quality. Developers have
forgotten that projects have business goals. Some of the IT projects tended not to
end at all and scientists began to talk about the LOOP syndrome – the loop in
which many project managers were caught [3]. That syndrome was defined by four
problems encountered during the IT project:
L – Late - software is developed too late in relation to the agreements with the
client;
O – Over budget – exceeding the resources of budget as a result of adding unexpected functionality;
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O – Overtime – lack of systematic methodology of work, testing, spontaneous
“improvements” resulting from the function, additional features forced developers to work after the office hours;
P – Poor Quality – the work after hours and dedication of the developers do not
contribute to the quality of the supplied software; on the contrary – the endusers negatively assess the basic functions of the recommended solutions.
The LOOP syndrome was the vicious circle that made the project fails. The
software crisis gave an impulse to the discussion on proven good practices, process
standardisation, and designing of rules and methodology of project management.
The goal of our paper is to examine the PRINCE2 methodology [2] and its
benefits for project management, especially for risk management. First, we shortly
describe PRINCE2. Next, we concentrate on risk in IT project management.
Then we present how to treat risk in PRINCE2. Finally we discuss a case study – a
real-life example of an IT project in which risk management was extremely important and the proper management led a project at risk to a successful completion.
2. PRINCE2 METHODOLOGY

The first who applied the systemized methodology of project management was
the government of United Kingdom. They decided to systematize the project process after a series of unsuccessful projects. The PROMPTII methodology was established in 1975 by the company Simpact Systems Ltd. In 1979 the Central Computer Telecommunications Agency (CCTA) adopted the PROMPTII as “a standard
for use in all government projects.” The year 1989 brought changes and PROMPTII was replaced by a new methodology PRINCE (Project IN Controlled Environment). PRINCE is an effective project management methodology based on the
principle: each project should be conducted in a controlled environment. CCTA
(now the Office of Government Commerce) modified the PRINCE rules in a response to users’ requests. The second version of the methodology – PRINCE2 –
was enriched with the experience of managers and project teams. The added value
of the new methodology was based on the experience resulting from errors, omissions, or success in the projects. In this way, PRINCE2 has become the current
standard for the United Kingdom Government, used primarily in IT projects.
PRINCE provides the projects with:
 a controlled and organised start, middle and end;
 regular reviews of progress against the plan and against the Business Case;
 flexible decision points;
 automatic management control of any deviations from the plan;
 the involvement of management and stakeholders at the right time and
place during the project;
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good communication channels between the project, project management,
and the rest of the organisation.
Figure 1. Project Management Team by PRINCE2 – general scheme.

Steering Committee
Senior User

Executive

Senior Supplier

Report
Surveillance Project
Plan

Project Manager
Source: Own preparation based on [2].

The PRINCE project management structure (Figure 1) consists of roles and
responsibilities that bring together the various interests and skills involved in, and
required by, the project. We have to note that the Project Manager is the key role in
this structure. PRINCE provides benefits to the managers and directors of a project
and to an organisation, through the controllable use of resources and the ability to
manage business and project risk effectively.
3. RISK IN IT PROJECTS

Any project that is launched has a business purpose. In most cases, the establishment of the project team and the start of the project are carried out in order to
achieve the target. Target typically is a custom solution, unprecedented in the market. This means that the project is a change in the normal operation and structures
of the organization. This change may be the use of a new technology, reorganiza-
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tion of work, establishing a new branch of the organization, or others. In the project, by its nature, the future is always less predictable than in the routine work. In
addition, projects can be large and complex, dealing with novel or unusual factors.
Risk is therefore a major factor to consider during project management. Risk can
be defined as the uncertainty of reaching the objective. It can be considered positively – as an opportunity, or negatively – as a threat. Omitting the risk problem is
like trying to circumvent the awkward subjects and creating an ideal environment.
Such trials, sooner or later, cause the project disaster. In order to avoid compromising the design problems the process of Risk Management is introduced. It consists
of the identification, assessment and prioritization of risks, together with determining the probability of occurrence of unfortunate events and their potential consequences. Determination of risk is a proactive activity, planning to avoid threats and
actions to follow if problem occurs. The project manager can minimize, monitor,
and control the risk, and as a consequence, can inform the management of
a company about the danger and the possible level of costs related to risk. On such
base, management may decide to abandon the business or to maintain the identified
risk at some level of acceptance. Hence, risk management requires that the project
design team have:
 current and credible information about threats;
 defined processes for monitoring the risks;
 decision-making processes: analysis and risk assessment;
 balanced risk control mechanisms.
It should also be noted that the Risk Management focuses on keeping unwanted
outcomes of the project at an acceptable level, or completely eliminating them. A
key element is that suppliers and partners should be included in the project. Thanks
to them it is possible to determine the real risks and to be aware of how to manage
such risks. Due to that the Risk Management determines the costs to be spent is an
important indication for the Board of Directors.
4. PRINCE2 AND RISK MANAGEMENT

PRINCE2 incorporates the management of risk into its processes and defines
the risk as: “The chance of exposure to the adverse consequences of future events”.
The management of risk is one of the most important parts of the jobs done by the
Steering Committee and the Project Manager. Rule by which the PRINCE2 should
be used during the project for Risk Management is: The Steering Committee is
aware of the existing risks, it supports and promotes the Risk Management and it
gives a green light for the time and resources devoted to risk analysis.
In addition, PRINCE2 methodology sets out the following rules for the treatment of risk.
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Risk Management Policy and its cost implications, time horizon and the
benefits are communicated to the staff.
 Management of Risk is a process included in the project management processes.
 Risk Management affects the achievement of business objectives.
 The Specified Risk Management structure provides for that each element
of risk and its identification fits into this structure.
 If the project is part of the program, then the changes of status of risks in
the project also influence the program and are communicated to program
managers by the person designated to a Risk Management in the project.
Moreover, once the assumptions in the Project Initial Document (PID) are
signed by the project group, there are new functions during the testing and implementation of the project. These functions are necessary and valuable for the customer. The new amendments state what risk is a serious risk for the time and cost
of the project, which is useful particularly for an inexperienced young Project
Manager. It is possible that a young Project Manager can strive to meet the needs
of the business, to create an ideal solution for customers and to address their business needs in every way, which increases the chance that the time and costs of providing the solutions are exceeded.
Some people can not live without risk. Yet some say “No risk no fun.” Risk
management is a somewhat different approach. It allows for the existence of risk
but at an acceptable level. Therefore, before determining the response to the recorded risk, the Steering Committee and Project Manager determine the level of
acceptable risk. Risk tolerance is not a constant factor during the project, because
in such case, the project would be separated from the natural market conditions.
Tolerance may change especially when the financial risks are analysed. The project
team must determine the manner in which the risk of greater financial resources
may jeopardize the organization's budget, and how it affects the business case of
the whole project. The risk components, called hazards, can quickly change over
time, and it is very important to respond to them to avoid the situation that the project runs for itself and the goals have been missed.
The process of Risk Management is assigned to two groups: the Steering
Committee and the Project Manager. Identification, registration and regular reviews are the most important tasks of the Project Manager. On the other hand, to
maintain two-way communication and force the Steering Committee not to forget
their obligations, the oversight responsibilities are defined:
 informing the Project Manager on the external threats (the Steering
Committee also includes decision-makers for organizations that have information on current threats to the company and the project);
 responding to threats decisions proposed by the Head or others;
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finding a balance point for the level of risk and the benefits derived from
the project;
 communicating the company's management on the risks for the project and
the lost benefits if the risk is materialized.
The cycle of risk management is presented in the Figure 2.
Figure 2. The cycle of risk management.

Threat identification

Risk assessment

Determining the
possible response to the
threat

Monitoring and
Reporting

Planning and resource
allocation

Choice of the reaction

Source: Own preparation based on [2].

The first step is Risk Identification. When identifying risks it is important do
not assess the probability of danger in the early stages, because this can lead to too
hasty assessments that may underestimate the risk.
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In the second step – Threat Assessment – probabilities of subsequent risks is
determined and the impact of project risks are identified. The following are
established:
 probability;
 estimated effect of an event – for example, the damage to the building is
unlikely (low probability), but the consequences would have a huge impact
on the work of the company located there (large effect);
 other risk components, like time, scope, costs, benefits, quality,
people/resources.
In the third step the possible responses to the threats are identified.
Response

Details

Prevention

Removing the risk is to remedy it before it appears on. This
activity eliminates a risk or mitigates its impact on the business objective.
Undertaking the occurring risk which leads to reducing the
probability of a threat or maintaining its acceptable level.
Risk management is transferred to the third-party e.g.: an
insurance agency of another enterprise (outsourcing).
Accepting the risk if low costs or low probability makes the
consequences stay at an acceptable level.
Performing the planned activities when the threat occurs.

Reduction
Transfer
Acceptance
Provisioning

The response to identified threats should be planned as a process. It should include
identification and selection of several options for action. It is important to act in
proportion to cost of risk against benefits: the response to the threat could be a
reasonable action.
5. FINAL REMARKS

In 2009, Philips Poland implemented a project to create a solution for archiving
of contracts for the Legal Department (the coauthor works as systems analyst and
IT project manager in Philips). Philips uses the PRINCE2 methodology. At the
beginning the Initial Project Plan was formulated – see the document fragment
(fragments of the documents are outlined in italics):
5. Initial Project Plan
12-II-09 – Project Initiation Document signed
13-28-II-09 Adaptation tool to Legal Department requirements
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2-6-III-09 – Testing and signed Software Acceptance Form document
9-13-III-09 – Signing End Project Report

According to the plan, the Project Initiation Document was signed on
12-Feb-09. Philips Central IT suggested to use a global tool (eCM), used for registration of contracts for Philips worldwide. At this point, the only case in the project
was the tool adaptation to the needs of Poland. In addition, the following risks were
identified:
6. Initial Risk Log
Time exceeding of deadline application – reason: too long implementation of changes by
developers;
Implementation changes depend of the assistant’s time availability;
No acceptance from Suppliers department in another city.

During the meetings with the Main User (Legal Department) some requirements have been established:
 Change the authorization matrix to allow agreement acceptance by the
Legal Department staff in Poland.
 New workflow suited to the realities of Philips in Poland.
 Add and modify fields in the registration of contracts form.
During a teleconference with headquarter in the Netherlands, it turned out that
the need to adapt eCM to the Polish environment follows several requirements and
costs: changes had to be paid, not all fields can be modified (impact on all countries), workflow can not be changed, neither the authorization matrix. In addition,
headquarter underlined the fact that not all departments have signed an agreement
to use the eCM application and the decision will be taken within the next 6 months.
Client has been informed about the identified risks. Exception Report describing
the threats was created:
Because I’m not the owner of the topic I can not ask of any details regarding to registering
documents – but I can help in technical issues and participate in a phone conference.
Because the Project Planwould exceed the deadline – the cause is an excessively long
process of the acceptance of changes, we suggest to pay more attention to the proposition:
1. Choosing eCM tool solution with awareness of long time accepting(up to 3 weeks)
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2. Sharepoint tool as a central solution regarding to requirements in Project Initiation Document with to up 1 month time availability on conditions:
-

Define monthly cost of application in Sharepoint – 25 € for 500 MB;

-

Define capacity of registering documents in database due to 1 year(including imported documents);

-

Define deadline and condition of imports old documents to new solution

-

Define the lifecycle application

Afterwards, a new solution was proposed by Project Manager:

2.4 Action type
Change the solution into Sharepoint or remain with eCM
2.5 Effect of each option
Deadline exceeding:
-

More than 3 month – choosing eCM tool as a solution

-

Up to 1 month – choosing Sharepoint

Risk mitigation in the case Sharepoint is chosen and the time of its supply exceeds
1 month – according to the Project Plan
2.6 Recommendation
It is recommended to use Sharepoint solution which will speed up the process of
registering the agreements in Philips Poland according to the assumptions of the
Business Case.

The client has decided to undertake the recommended local solution even
though the Central guidelines prohibit the creation of local applications. In this
example, the use of prevention in order to avoid waiting for the decision on the
access to the use of the applications and on the participation in the costs for about
3-6 months. The local solution – creating the application “Register of Contracts” in
the Microsoft SharePoint technology has also helped in observing the project deadline. Therefore, the new Project Plan was signed with new terms and with a
tolerance of 2 weeks:
1. Plan description
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Project launch: 16-III-09, Deadline: 30-IV-09
-

Completing the requirements (meetings with customers),

-

Application implementation,

-

Testing the application – signing the Test Acceptance Form,

-

Project ending – 27-30-IV-09 – signing End Project Report

The project was completed by End Project Report, on time according to the
new plan.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Project starts when a specific untypical target, usually a business goal, is defined. Implementation of activities within the project should have a certain budget,
the organizational structure of the team, time, etc. For the project management
(IT or other areas) a proven methodology exists –PRINCE2. It should be underlined that PRINCE2 is an evolving methodology, supported by business examples
– failures, good applications and best practices. Applying the best practices makes
it possible to avoid errors. This paper has presented several aspects of the risk of
the project. Foreseeing the risk during the realization of business (or life)
objectives is not pessimism or black PR, but it is a reasonable activity. Ignoring the
risks may not only destroy the career of the Project Manager, but also the existence
of the whole project team. Moreover, the objective is not achieved, and the costs
are incurred. In addition, we usually say that the risks documentation and communication in a project is the transfer of responsibilities from the project manager to
the company head.
The presented case study has proved that the bigger engagement of the project
manager can help to solve many problems. In the described situation the project
manager identified the risk and proposed a reasonable solution.
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INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT IN IT ENTERPRISES
Dariusz Dymek
Department of Computing Systems,
Cracow University of Economics

Abstract: The IT enterprises are the kind of the investment enterprises and
as such they are divided into few phases. Each phase has its unique characteristic and covers the different kinds of activities. It means that during each
phase there are different kinds of risk. For the successful risk management
different methods of risk management must be incorporated into the one
integrated system. This paper presents the conditions that such an integrated
system must fulfil.
Key words: risk management, investment enterprise, IT project
management.
1. INTRODUCTION

IT enterprises are the kind of investment enterprises. Their distinguishing feature is the key role of the Information Technology in achieving the enterprise goals.
However, the information technology is only a tool to achieve the organizational
goals, and the result is not an information system (IS) but the ability of organization to fulfill its strategic plans. The IT enterprise as any kind of investment enterprise is divided into three main phases: the preparation, the implementation and the
usage ones (Dymek 2008a; see also Stabryła 2006; Rogowski & Michalczewski,
2005). Each of these phases has its own objectives, which should summarize to
primary business goals. Therefore,
− the preparation phase is responsible for the operationalization of business
goals, the analyze of the possible solutions and choosing the better one with the
respect to organizational abilities, market conditions, etc. During this phase, the
plan of all activities, which should be taken at the whole enterprise and goals
for next phases are also prepared.
− the implementation phase in case of IT enterprise has a project form. The aim
of this phase is to develop the IS within the conditions such as budget, time
schedule and specification, indicated at the previous phase.
− at the usage phase, the created in previous phase tools (IT based systems) are
used to achieve primary indicated organizational goals.
Each of the phases is characterized by different activities connected with their objectives. It means that during each of phases there are different kinds of risk.
The characteristic of these risks is made in section 2. Different kinds of risk need
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different methods of management. In section 3, the brief description of these methods is presented. The problem is that these methods are used separately in different
phase. The success of the enterprise is the resultant of activities carried out in every
phase that cannot be treated separately. Therefore, integrated risk management on
the level of the entire enterprise needs integrated approach to enterprise itself. In
section 4, some basic assumptions for an integrated system are presented.
2. RISK IN IT ENERPRISE

The risk as a concept is linked with the uncertainty of future events that are
connected with activities taken in present. In modern approach, the distinction
among the risk and the uncertainty is based on the capability of the prediction of
future events and their probability. If this probability can be estimated, we talk
about risk. In opposite case, it is the uncertainty itself.
The source of uncertainty lies in the environment, but the source of risk is a
human himself, taking a decision without the full knowledge about the environment and the certainty of the effects of the undertaken activities. This information
gap is, in the inextricable way, inscribed in every human activity and is strictly
connected with the risk.
Each of enterprise phases includes different activities, which are connected
with the different kinds of risk (see table 1). Sources of risk for each phase can be
divided into two basic originations. The first one concerns the environment itself
and the second one concerns the knowledge about this environment
Figure 1 Relation among the enterprise phases and the kinds of risk.
Enterprise risk
Investment risk

Project risk

Preparation

Implementation

Enterprise phases

Source: Own preparation.
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Operational risk

Usage

Project risk
Operational risk

Investment risk

Implementation
Usage

Preparation

Table 1 Kinds of risk in IT enterprises with main sources and examples of risk factors
Phase Kind of
Main sources of risk
Examples of risk factors
risk
− Unclear objectives (not
− Insufficient funding, time restrictions
defined and docuand resources
mented)
− The enterprise objectives are not
− Mistakes made during
known or not understand by staff
analysis
− Long time of taking decisions, peo− Insufficient organization
ple are not responsible for underability
taken decisions
− Too optimistic assump− Changes in polices, regulations,
tions
primary goals or user requirements
and needs
− Roles and responsibilities are not defined and
− Changes in organizational abilities
documented
− Unstable environment
− Project team
− Skills and experience of team member
− Technology
−
Low
morale of staff
− Changes in specification
−
Loss
of key personnel
− Unstable environment
− Insufficient funding, time limits and
resources
− Imprecise specification
− Chosen technologies are unreliable,
do not perform as expected or do not
work well together
− Changes in polices, regulations,
resources, schedule, funding, primary
goals or user requirements and needs
− User skill and education − User mistakes or inability to proper
use of software
− Software quality
− Inaccessibility of software systems
− Hardware infrastructure
caused by software or hardware er− Unstable environment
rors
− Changes in polices, regulations,
primary goals or user requirements
and needs
− Insufficient funding and resources
for system maintenance
− Insufficient system maintainability
Source: Own preparation.

Each kind of risk is connected with the given enterprise phase but can affect the
enterprise also at other phases (see fig. 1). For instance, the investment risk affects
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all phases of the enterprise, while the project risk affects the operational risk in
significant way.
3. RISK MANAGEMENT

The objective of the enterprise risk management is to lower the threat of failure
of achievement the enterprise goals. More formally, the risk management is defined as the logically structured set of rules and principles that are applied to the
risk in a uniform and continues manner (Kaczmarek, 2008). The process of risk
management is divided into four basic phases: the risk identification, the risk
quantification, the risk limitation that includes the preparation of the principles of
policies and its usage, and the controlling of undertaken activities (see fig. 2).
Figure 2. The schema of risk management in investment enterprise
Risk
identification

Risk
quantification

Controlling
Risk limitation

Usage of the
policies

Creating the
policies

Source: Rogowski & Michalczewski 2005, page 18

As it was early mentioned, the source of risk is connected with taking decisions
without full knowledge about the future consequences. So, the risk management
should be curried out by the same person who is making decisions. The risk management is an integral part of processes of planning, managing and controlling
(Kaczmarek, 2008, pp.96). However, the same author pointed out “…risk management requires the coordinated cooperation of specialists from many fields ...
and also need a manager who will know how to comprehensively manage the risk
on the level of whole company” (Kaczmarek, 2008, pp.109). It means that risk
management should be established on the level of entire company but it should be
carried out by operational managers while making everyday decisions. This aspect
of risk management will be discussed in more detail in next section.
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3.1 Preparation of IT the enterprise – the estimation of effectiveness
In each of phases, the different kinds of methods are used to the risk management. These methods are strictly depended of the enterprise domain. However, the
main purpose is providing the maximum probability of achieving the enterprise
goals. In typical case, achieving these goals is linked with advantages for the organizations involved in the enterprise.
The first of major problems in the IT enterprise is how to anticipate the expected costs and the prospective benefits. The cognizance of these values and assumed time schedule are crucial for any methods of the enterprise effectiveness
estimation. There are many model which can be used for the prediction of the necessary expenses and time needed to build a given IS1. However, at the beginning of
the enterprise these models are not enough accurate. Their accuracy grows during
the enterprise but the initial precision is rather low – possible error can exceed 20%
of the final values. The same situation is in case of benefits. Many of the benefits
of the IS are hardly to measure and to express in financial values. Their estimation
depends on assumptions that can be affected by many external factors.
Knowing the possible costs and benefits, we must solve the second problem:
which method of the enterprise effectiveness estimation should be chosen. There is
no single method, which can be used for this purpose in any case. The most popular are TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) supported by such a classical methods as
NPV, IRR, WACC, ROI, CF, ROI, DPP and others2. Problems of the effectiveness
estimation are crucial because if the risk management objective is the final success
of the enterprise then we have to know the assumptions that lie down at the enterprise background and must identify and estimate the risk connected with them.
For successfully risk limitation during this analyze many different scenarios should
be considered.
3.2 Implementation phase – the project risk management
The risk management is a part of each IT project management methodology.
The objectives of risk management are strictly connected with so called “project
triangle” which represents the basic project parameters and interdependences
among them (see figure 3). Analyzing these parameters, it can be seen that the four
of them: costs, resources, schedule and specification are results of the preparation
1

There is several prediction models used in IT such as COCOMO, GECOMO, REVIC,
SLIM, PRICE-S, ProQMS, SoftCost, SPQR/20 or CHECKPOINT, that can be used in early
enterprise stages. These models are based different techniques of an estimation and use
such methods as artificial intelligence (neural networks, fuzzy logic), knowledge based
system (case and role based systems) or statistical methods (Dymek 1999).
2
These methods and their features are presented at (Dudycz & Dyczkowski 2007).
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phase. Additionally, the specification and quality define the ability of project results for successful use in the usage phase for achieving the enterprise goals.
It means that these parameters create the linkage among different enterprise phases
also in case of the risk management.
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Figure 3. The "project triangle"
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Source: Wysocki & McGary 2005, p. 54

For these reasons, the risk management in IT projects concentrates on these
parameters. Most of project management methodologies for an identification and
quantification suggest using the Delphi method supported by previously predefined
list of possible risk factors for IT projects. Such a list consists of several or more
risk factors depending on the project characteristic. Key risk factors are connected
with project staff, technology, organization, methodology and project environment
(Kuraś & Zając, 1999). Based on the results of the identification and the quantification of the project risks, the preventive and compensate action are prepared and
implemented. During the whole project, the level of the project risk is periodically
controlled.
3.3 The risk management at the usage phase
The usage phase is typically the longest phase of enterprise. The time aspect of
this phase is important in the risk management. At the initial period the principal
emphasis is placed on the using of the new created IS for achieving the primary
goals of enterprise. For this reason in this period, the most important aspects are
connected with such properties as easy-to-use, easy-to-learn, dependability, reliability, well-behavior, etc. In addition to the product based properties, equally important are the all activities undertaken at the organizational level that can make
possible the proper, goal driven use of newly developed information system.
In the next period more and more important becomes the quality properties
such us maintainability (stability, analyzability, changeability, testability) or portability (installability, replaceability, adaptability, conformance) (ISO 2001). It is
linked with the need of adjustment the IS to changing conditions and user require-
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ments. The problem is that these properties are hard to verify and should be
build-in in software system. In some cases the luck of these properties can leads to
system reengineering what may mean the necessity of partially system
reimplementation.
The aims of risk management at the usage phase can be divided into to basic
scopes: the organizational and the technological ones. The technological scope
covers all technical aspects: hardware infrastructure, software systems maintenance
and system operational management (Pańkowska 2001). Its aim is to ensure that
the system is ready-to-use.
The organizational scope concerns of using of this system for achieving the primary enterprise goals. In case of IT enterprises it is strongly dependent on the organization and the IS domains (Rogowski & Michalczewski 2005; Zachorowska
2006).
4. BUILDING AN INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The risk management should be established and controlled at the level of the
entire organization but it ought to be carried out but every person who takes a decision. It means that the risk management should be performed by whole organization in the conscious and organized way. The same rule concerns the risk management in IT enterprise.
To talk about the truly integrated risk management in case of the IT enterprise
the following conditions must be met:
- all activities must be goal-driven: the basic objective of risk management is
success of the enterprise, so the goals of the enterprise must be well defined
and known to all who take decisions
- the IT enterprises mark out by cross-domain character: there must be used
methods adequate to each domain
- the risk management in all enterprise have to be based on rules common for
whole organization: every exception should be carefully considered and introduced on the level of the common organizational rules – this ensure the uniformity of system and comparability of results
- the IT enterprises are long-lasting and divided into few significantly different
phases: the processes of risk management should be performed continuously,
all kinds of risk must be controlled during the whole enterprise periodically or
in response to events
- the risk management must be tailored for a given enterprise based on common
rules: every IT enterprise is unique so it needs an individual approach but it
must be compatible with organizational standards
- everyone who takes a decisions have to have the knowledge about the risks and
methods used in the risk management processes both on the organization and
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the enterprise level: knowledge is a basic tools for lower the risk and every decision should be analyze from the enterprise and the organization point of
view.
These six postulates are crucial ones. They do not replace the rules of different
kind risk management but they establish the common environment for creation of
the integrated risk management system.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Presented concept is based on goal-driven approach. The success of the
IT enterprises is the result of activities of every involved person. For the efficient
use of their engagement they must be aware of all the circum-stances and they
activity have to be organized and compatible. Creation of the integrated risk
management system cannot be done for a single enter-prise but it needs the
consequent action on the level of entire organization. Above all, activities associated with the risk and its management must be-come the element of the
organizational culture.
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Abstract: Universities, in addition to teaching, must comply with a great
number of features, starting from finance handling, trough real estate management to knowledge dissemination. In the article some of the most popular
management systems used at universities are analyzed and compared. Case
study of four leading institutions of higher education in Poland
(Jagiellonian University, Warsaw University of Technology, University of
Maria Curie-Sklodowska and Silesian University) which are already implementing a SAP management system is presented. The general reasons of decision and the SWOT analysis was made. Finally the implementation process
and the benefits derived from the implementation of an integrated university
management system of SAP Company are analyzed.
Key words: integrated management systems, university management,
courses’ service, modules for grants, corporate portal, consulting
1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally universities in Poland used paper documents, and during the era
before a personal computer only very specific tasks like payrolls were sometimes
prepared by mainframe computers. Real computerization started in the late 80 and
was related to the expansion of personal computers. A very important factor was
the political and economical transformation in Poland. The pioneering period can
be characterized by the use of accidental forces, various resources, partial, ad hoc
and fortuitous solutions and completing only stretches of the needs of universities
(programs for maintenance of payroll, book-keeping, and human resources have
been the earliest). For a long time there was a lack of comprehensive concepts of
planning of universities’ computerization’s implementation and funding, especially
in state-owned higher education institutions. A number of years later a common
reflection has been fixed. It was found out that computerization is not the cost of a
college, but it is a very necessary investment. It is also the question of students’
expectations. Students who grown surrounded by ubiquitous information technology – both in their private lives, as well as in earlier stages of their educational
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experience, of course have similar expectations for higher education institutions
(Wielbut, 2006).
A university is an educational institution but its activity is not only limited to
students education. The universities’ tasks can be partitioned into three groups
(Grzech 2005). The first group is connected with basic activity, that is, the educational, scientific, and research tasks. Next group is connected with internal supporting services like human resources, finance, possessions, infrastructure, production,
logistics, and other. The third are the culture forming tasks, these are: collection of
knowledge, sharing knowledge, knowledge popularizing, participation in transformations, and other. It is obvious that for the efficient operation a university has to
perform all the tasks in equity, and that the information system should cover all
these activities.
2. COMPUTERIZATION LEVEL AT POLISH UNIVERSITIES

We can characterize universities’ computerization in Poland today. This level
is very diverse. There is a domination of specific domains’ solutions which are
weakly integrated. Additionally, there is a dominance of support processes’ computerization. Of course there are some spectacular successes. There is a small, but
clear development of e-learning, for example, at Warsaw University of Technology
in 2006, the first diplomas have been handed to students who had learned only
through the Internet, and only examinations had been taken in the traditional manner (Gryciuk 2007). We can observe more and more of the business and social
environment pressure as opposed to little pressure from the ministry (the only
exception is student e-ID card). Because a number of potential students is limited
and in Poland we have now more private higher education institutions, some kind
of competition appeared. There is a state of consciousness that the effective management of universities is not possible without IT integrated systems, and that such
a system is a part of building a competitive advantage and it maintains or improves
the image of a university (Grzech 2005). Without greater investment in IT infrastructure, in access control systems or payment, such concepts as e-cards will not
be of a greater benefit (Gryciuk 2007). Universities realized that the work on the
development of solutions by the own forces usually has no economic justification
and does not give a broad perspective, in comparison to the systems developed by
specialized companies.
Before we start to discuss particular solutions, we have to establish additional
assumptions. Desirable characteristics of a higher education institution’s information system are the following:
 system should cover all the units of the university and most of the processes,
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system should enhance the availability of information, but also its security
(Dąbrowski 2005),
 should help in the decision-making processes,
 should be open and available for further expansion (scalability),
 should take into account the latest developments in the service systems (for
example, should be integrated with the Student Electronic ID card system),
 should be able to take into account the changes that take place outside
schools,
 should support the access for users trough the Internet,
 should have e-learning tools.
We can list the expected benefits of a comprehensive university computerization:
 improvement of the efficiency of school management, especially financial
and book-keeping,
 increase of the efficiency of training process management and scientific research projects implementation,
 support for gaining and maintaining the predomination in competition with
other universities,
 development of education with the use of ICT solutions.
To achieve the listed goals, a university can try to improve the solution in use
with its own resources, but as we noted above it is not easy and effective. It is more
reasonable to choose integrated solutions dedicated to the universities available on
the market. An additional possible solution is to adopt an ERP system, primarily
designed for small and medium-sized enterprises, but in such case the universityspecific tasks have to be added. Finally, a university can look for solution used in
other universities, until recently, just outside of Poland, and try to adopt the system
in the Polish environment.
3. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR UNIVERSITIES IN POLAND

Nowadays there are several management information systems in use at universities in Poland. The most popular solution is HMS – an integrated system of university management by KALASOFT Company (www.kalasoft.com.pl), with modules such as: Deaneries, tuition, teaching hours management, registering candidates
for the study, financial and book-keeping system and many others. System has no
support for e-learning or sharing knowledge. Students have web access to the system. HMS has more than 45 deployments in Poland, among them at the Warsaw
University of Life Sciences (WULS). We have to note that not all modules are
deployed at a particular university, for example, for finance management WULS
uses other system produced by SIMPLE Company. Other popular system is
Uczelnia.XP product of Partners in Progress (http://www.pip.com.pl). The most
important functions of the Uczelnia.XP system are: Dean’s office, recruitment,
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setting up the university schedule, students’ hostels administration, publications
and teachers output, teaching planning and others. There is a web access for students, but no e-learning support. This system has more than fifty deployments,
generally in small universities. There is no financial and book-keeping system but
Uczelnia.XP easily integrates with SIMPLE.ERP, the product mentioned earlier.
SIMPLE Company has its own solution – SIMPLE.EDU, a set of integrated solutions covering all aspects of the university, but it is not popular. The next interesting system is ProAkademia and eAkademia prepared by APR System
(http://www.apr.pl). It has more than thirty deployments, rather at smaller universities. ProAkademia consists of ten modules, the most important are: Deanery, teaching, tuition, recruitment and schedules. Package eAkademia is an extension integrated with ProAkademia and includes: Virtual Dean’s Office, Virtual Tutor,
Voice Portal or Information Kiosk. The system allows access to certain reliable
information through the Internet, Intranet, e-mail service, or Voice SMS Service. It
is also possible to run parts of the functionality of eAkademia if the ProAkademia
Package has not been bought.
Much less popular than the previous solutions is Nowoczesna Uczelnia
(Modern University) offered by the CSF Polska (http://www.csf.pl), based on
Microsoft Dynamics system. It is a special version for education of One4all platform. Application supports a university in the following areas: Finance and
Accounting, Fixed Assets Management, Human Resources and Payroll,
Recruitment, Dean’s Office and other tasks. There are only a few installations; best
known is in the University of Life Sciences in Lublin. Edukacja.CL and
Rekrutacja.CL – product of Sygnity (earlier Computerland) (http://www.sygnity.pl)
is a modern comprehensive system of organizing and ordering support for educational institutions – from the construction bid, through processes of recruitment,
training courses through the analysis and statistics and the use of the knowledge of
graduates. This system is implemented at Wrocław University of Technology.
There are few less popular systems like: eUczelnia – by PH7 Computing
(http://www.ph7.pl) used at the Wrocław University of Economics; e-uczelnia – by
Confido (http://www.confido.pl) used at Skarbek University in Warsaw; Bazus by
HIGHCOM (http://bazus.pl) used at the Karol Szymanowski Academy of Music in
Katowice
or
eKampus
–
prepared
by
SYSTEMA
Company
(http://www.systema.pl) implemented at the University of Economics and
Computer Science in Warsaw.
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, many universities have their own solutions. A good example is Sokrates (Królikowski et al. 2003), an information system for education management – developed at the Institute of Computer Science at
Poznań University of Technology. System supports database of students data, study
schedules, granting of social assistance and others. The university developed an
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additional application Ksantypa dedicated for the registration of candidates.
Sokrates is used by over a dozen of universities.
There is a very interesting non-commercial initiative in this area. In 2002,
rectors of 12 Polish higher schools have designated an Intercollegiate Center for
Information Technology (MUCI) for the task of computerization of these institutions. The existence of MUCI benefits in creation of the body responsible for developing the system in the spirit of taking into account the interests of many different universities, and not just one. MUCI gives a better position in negotiations with
the ministerial party on the planned regulations. Studies’ Service University
System (USOS) – started at the Warsaw University –is now supervised by MUCI
and is developed in inter-university cooperation. Currently USOS is used by dozens of universities (comprehensive IT student’s support from the start to the completing of the studies). For example, a schedule, track of student’s advancements,
and many other tasks can be created by USOS. It is also closely integrated with the
Internet Registration of Candidates project. USOS concentrates around services for
students and has no support for financial tasks, human resources management,
university infrastructure, etc.
Finally, there are known solutions outside Poland. Companies like SAP, Oracle
– E-Business Suite or PeopleSoft have prepared the versions of their ERP systems
for higher education. Unfortunately, the Polish high education system is different
from other systems and it is impossible to simply adapt a solution implemented in
the USA.
We can summarize the above considerations and estimate the presented systems. Four of them seem to be interesting. USOS is very useful but does not cover
the whole range of university activities; it can help but not solve all needs.
Additionally there is no commercial support for USOS, the university has to delegate own staff to installation etc. Commercial systems HMS, Uczelnia.XP and
ProAcademia are leaders in the market, but none of them supports all tasks needed
for a university, especially a large university with many buildings and thousands of
students. A typical solution is that a university tries to integrate a number of applications, sometimes with manual action. Private universities are smaller and more
flexible, and the mentioned commercial solutions are quite good for them, but for
big public (state) universities they are not sufficient. We have to mention that there
is one important difference between public and private universities. A public university cannot just choose and buy a system; instead, it has to establish a proposal
and prepare a public invitation to tender. In such a case the most important factor is
price and the process of implementation is very long.
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4. CASE STUDY – FOUR UNIVERSITIES INITIATIVE

Integrated information management system is especially important for big universities with thousands of students. Four of the biggest state universities:
Jagiellonian University, Warsaw University of Technology, University of Maria
Curie-Sklodowska and Silesian University decided to act together. An agreement
was settled in 2003. The four universities have been educating more than 150 thousand students. The expected ERP system for universities would force them to adapt
to final templates, which would call for revolutionary changes at times. The partners have estimated the expected cost to 35 million zloty. The auction has lasted
for 3 years, tender competitors formed two consortia, the first one Computerland
(now Sygnity) with Oracle, and the second one a consortium of three companies:
Siemens, Prokom Software (now Asseco), and SAP Poland. Finally, in November
2006, the contract was signed after 7 arbitrations and 4 trials (the dispute between
SAP and Oracle). Four universities jointly signed a contract for the supply, implementation and 10-year support of an integrated university management system
“SAP for Higher Education and Research”. The net value of the contract is 55
million zloty, but half of that amount is to be absorbed by long-term maintenance
of the system, and the same licenses account for all the modules included in the
composition of the solution for the university, including finance, human resources
and payroll, campus management, grants’ service and corporate portal. The integrated information system covers all activities of the university, from the management of teaching process, through research, to manage the property and finances.
The consortium has made a pre-implementation analysis under the contract; moreover it provides the SAP software (mySAP ERP and Campus Management), implements the system, trains staff and provides system support to the full extent for
10 years of its operation. Beyond the price, the factor of major importance during
the bid was the experience of the SAP company. The SAP company (Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing) is a biggest provider of businessorganizational software for companies and institutions from all sectors. SAP had
(2006) 32 percent of the ERP systems’ market, over 100 000 customers implemented SAP ERP, more than 800 of them in Poland. SAP’s management system
has been implemented in more than 650 institutions of higher education in the
world (inter alia University in Bratislava, Universities in Lima, the University of
Munich, Catholic University of Leuven, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, all
universities in Austria). SAP partner Siemens has more than thirty year experience
in implementing SAP, and in Poland it is present in this area for more than 10
years. Third member of the consortium, Prokom Software SA, was a leading supplier of dedicated solutions for large and medium-sized enterprises and public
institutions.
Now we shall present the SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats) of the decision of four universities. We start from
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strengths. The main advantage is that SAP is a very experienced company, active
in Poland for years. SAP has many partners, their ERP system is known by many
engineers. Additionally SAP has in its portfolio solutions for public institutions,
especially the high education institutions. Last but not least advantage is the fact
that four universities received a reduced price offer for licenses. But there are also
a few weaknesses of the agreement signed. The most important one seems to be the
fact that this is the first SAP installation at Polish universities. There are some specific demands in Poland. The second disadvantage is that the cost (even reduced
licenses prices) is high and the process is long. Main opportunity for each university is flexibility on the very competitive education market. The system can be
implemented step by step (module after module), moreover it can be easily extended in the future. Finally there are some threats. Administration workers in public universities do not like changes; they may worry about their jobs and block the
implementation. Finally, the extensions and modifications of the system will
probably be expensive and only SAP partners can do them.
5. IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

The system is implemented in four universities. There are small differences between demands at every university. The agreement’s objectives, according to the
wording of the Jagiellonian University (Pękala 2007) are listed as the following
requirements for the system:
 standardizing processes related to economic events in all organizational
units of the Jagiellonian University and the implementation of all the processes from a single integrated system,
 the possibility of obtaining a comprehensive analysis and reporting on the
basis of data stored in the system, thanks to the unification of the dictionary
data used in the Jagiellonian University,
 enabling the implementation of new reporting and analytical tools, operating simultaneously on the staffing resources of all organizational units
forming part of the Jagiellonian University,
 replacing the distributed, in most part outdated systems by a modern system to integrate data and processes within the framework of all units of the
Jagiellonian University, while maintaining the responsibility of the organization for the validity of the data stored in the system,
 improving the communication and information flow between the various
units of the Jagiellonian University, thanks to a homogeneous structure of
the data available to the entire University,
 facilitating the development of the management system together with the
development and organizational changes planned for implementation in the
strategy of the Jagiellonian University.
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Tasks related to teaching and scientific work are not listed as most important.
Similar requirements were defined by other three universities. Very important issue
in a long contract is to measure the progress of implementation. The measurement
of the contract achievements, to the wording of the Jagiellonian University, is defined as:
 opportunity to timely generate complete and error-free data, supporting the
management at all levels,
 eliminating the need to insert the same data into the system repeatedly,
 fruition of the implementation in the time consistent with the timetable,
 fruition of a full implementation in a given field,
 fruition of the implementation within the framework of the assumed
budget,
 achieving a high level of training to operate the system by end-users.
Implementation of the system is an extremely complex operation, so the special
implementation teams have been set up at the universities. They are composed of
IT professionals and other specialists working both at universities and companies
with which the universities have concluded an agreement. At Jagiellonian
University a productive start has taken place 10 January 2008. The first functionalities of the system finance-accounting (FI, FI-TR), sales and distribution (SD),
orders (MM) controlling (CO), cash flow (FM)) have been activated. On 22 May
2009, the mentioned functionalities were finally accepted. In July 2009 the human
resources and payroll module was conditionally accepted (HR-PA, HR-PY).
At the Warsaw University of Technology 16 teams of implementation (Zespół
Wdrożeniowy – ZW) have been set up for execution of the project. They carry out
the work in specific areas of the institution activity. These are: Finance and Accounting (ZW1), Fixed Assets Management (ZW2), Budgeting and Controlling
(ZW3), Investments and Repairs (ZW4), Management of Property and Repairs
(ZW5), Warehouse Management (ZW6), Public Orders (ZW7), Sales and Distribution (ZW8), Support for Research (ZW9), Teaching and Studies (ZW10), Human
Resources (ZW11), Wages (ZW12), Operational and Strategic Management, Planning and Simulation (ZW13), Basis (System administration, programming ZW14), Procedures and Quality (ZW15), and Business Travel (ZW16). The implemented software modules of mySAP are: BC – Basis, FI – Finance, AM – Asset
Management, IM – Investment Management, CO – Controlling, MM – Materials
Management, SD – Sales and Distribution, PM – Plant Maintenance, HR – Human
Resources, SEM – Strategic Enterprise Management, BW – Business Warehouse.
At the University of Maria Curie-Sklodowska the implementation teams were
established for Public Orders, Finance, Sales and Distributions, Travels, Human
Resources, Materials Management, Asset Management, Controlling and Basis.
At the Silesian University the implementation strategy is similar, there are 9
implementation teams: Finance (FIN), Human Resources (HRM), Public Orders
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and Materials Management (MMI), Payrolls (PAY), Infrastructure Management
(INF), Scientific Research (SCI), Strategic Management (SEM), Education Process
Service (EDU), and Technological Support (BAS).
Generally, the implementation strategy is similar at every university. At the
Warsaw University of Technology the project implementation began in an incremental methodology, which consisted of creating the concept and construction of
small portions of the system in short periods of time (aiming to 6 weeks). In April
2009, the methodology has been replaced by Chestra methodology, based on the
standard ASAP methodology used in the world to implement SAP systems.
According to available reports, the process is slower than planned. University of
Maria Curie-Sklodowska is more delayed than others. Last year this university had
financial problems and implementation of campus management modules was
practically stopped, anyway the project will be continued.
6. CONCLUSION

SAP is a big company with many years experience and many partners in
Poland. It offers support for client companies in the field of identification and
evaluation of the situation, in the implementation and start of software’s operation
as well as in the continuous improvement of organizational processes and business
matters. “SAP for Higher Education and Research” covers all the newest desiderata
of a university management system. Beside the implementation, SAP guarantees
10-year support of the system. Process of implementation is slow and involves
many university workers. Some most important modules are ready and perform
their tasks. Although the implementation process is not finished yet, and some
problems may appear, final opinion can be formulated after next 3-4 years. Now, if
we compare deployment process with other implementations (like Edukacja.CL in
Wrocław University of Technology), the agreement between SAP and four Polish
universities seems to be a good solution.
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Abstract: In every company, strategic planning is a vital area. Financial and
investments planning in the strategy preparation has to take into
consideration technological relationships, market constraints and finance area
of the company. The above creates approach called integrated business
planning (IBP). It is a complex area because of the size of the necessary
information and the number of interrelationships. Computer aided process
would have a real value for managers.
This article presents a concept of a system that can help farm managers to use
the IBP approach while making strategic decisions at their work. Such IBP
for the agriculture has to comprise agriculture technological knowledge,
financial interdependencies, market predictions and investments scenarios.
Necessary models have to be generated automatically. On their basis, 'whatif' scenarios can be analyzed.
Key words: integrated business planning, strategy planning, investments,
agriculture.

1. INTRODUCTION

In every company, strategic and operational planning are vital areas. Improper
planning process can ruin every firm.
An integrated business planning (IBP) approach integrates company's technology, market knowledge and financial area as a whole. Thus, all considerations in
IBP should cover company internals as well as the operating environment what
causes increased complexity of analysis ([Manners2006], [Whitehair1996]). As a
conclusion, a computer aided process would be of a real value for managers.
This article presents a concept of a system that can help farm managers to use
integrated business planning to make strategic decisions in their work.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM

An integrated business planning system in agriculture should contain a source
information on: agriculture technological knowledge, market predictions, financial
interdependencies, current state of a considered farm. Basing on it, the system
should be able to construct the necessary models. A performance of 'what-if'
scenarios should be possible as well.
Since the whole system is supposed to be used for planning purposes, two types
of computations have to be carried out in a sequence.
In the first phase, the farm manager is interested in the final goal, i. e. in final
production structure that has to be reached in a certain time (Fig. 1). At this stage
fixed resources of the considered farm are also adjusted, i. e. investments structure
is being determined.
Figure 1. An IBP tool for farms: setting a final goal.

Source: own preparation.

In phase two, a path to reach the final goal (Fig. 2) has to be determined.
The manager should be able to add additional constrains to the path. For example:
minimal yearly profit for subsequent years, earliest time to reach profit, a limit on
the external financing.
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Figure 2. An IBS tool for farms: reaching the final goal.

Source: own preparation.
3. PHASE ONE: THE FINAL GOAL MODEL

If the farm manager wants to plan anything, he first has to determine the longterm goal that has to be reached. Long-term means that the expected elapsed time
should be so long, that the structure of fixed assets can be changed. One variant of
such a goal is a steady-state yearly production structure of the farm, i.e. a production structure in the final expected stable conditions. Other, multi-year production
structures can also be considered. An example would be the two year target production structure of a pig-farm, taking the biannual 'pig cycle' into consideration.
Steady state linear farm models are commonly used for determining such structure. After an optimization, they deliver the optimal solution containing the optimal
production structure for the modeled period (Fig. 1).
Since it is a long-term steady state model, the influence of possible investments
on the farm profit has to be taken into consideration. The possible investments can
significantly change the available fixed resources of the farm affecting the
production structure and profit.
4. PHASE TWO: A PATH TO REACH THE FINAL GOAL

After the final goal model has been constructed and possible scenarios and
investments analyzed, risk factors taken into consideration, one can move on to the
path or paths of reaching the goal (fig. 2). Usually, for that purpose, multi-year
models are used. They start from the beginning year state vector and cover period
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up to the final state vector. The latter has been determined by the final goal
analyzes. The well known structure of the multi-year models has been described by
a number of authors ([Więckowski1976], [Zietara1989], [Williams2003]).
5. ESSENTIAL INFORMATION AREAS

Certain information is necessary to perform the mentioned processing (see
Fig. 1, 2). It can be split into the following areas.
 Agricultural technology area, containing agricultural technologies that can
be applied in the farm.
 Financial knowledge area, containing transformations of financial situation
of farms. It consists of accounting algorithms, tax algorithms, credits and
deposits calculations algorithms.
 Market knowledge. It contains the more or less complex knowledge of the
food market and the market of materials for agriculture.
 Current state of the farm. It contains knowledge about the resources of the
farm in question. In the case of fixed resources, the financial information
about them, such as fixed assets (value, depreciation) and legal form of the
farm (affects taxes) is needed.
 Possible investments scenarios (described by the computations results
during the first phase).
6. APPLICATIONS TO REAL FARMS

Optimization of the final goal and multi-year models and post-optimization
analysis delivers the target production structure after carrying out investments, as
well as reasonable path to that target. The results should, among other things, consist of a Master Productions Schedule (MPS), a purchase and selling plan and a
financial plan. The MPS contains a plan for production, staffing, inventory, etc. It
also should contain requirements for materials and services. Those requirements
should be covered by the purchase plan. The selling plan should present a probable
schedule of selling. The financial plan should contain standard documents used in
accountancy, albeit adjusted to farm needs: predicted balance sheets, profit and loss
plan, expected cash flow.
There is one important issue in presentation of results. The farm owners quite
rarely know advanced optimization techniques and interdependencies. The results,
apart from the standard financial documents, have to be translated to a familiar
language.
Additionally, particularly in the European Union, it should be possible to use
the results for preparing business plans, to apply for subventions and credits.
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7. STARTING POINT

Every journey starts from the first step and even if one knows where to go, one
should know where one is.
Agricultural technology knowledge.
A specialized database to store the agricultural technology knowledge required
by linear models of farms has been available since 2005 [Mazurkiewicz2007],
[Mazurkiewicz2005]. It is a good starting point despite the necessary adjustments
to the particular requirements of IBP.
Another issue is standards and agricultural meta-data setting. There are, more
or less established, standards for XML data exchange and information management. That area is addressed by the FAO AIMS initiative (Agricultural Information
Management Standards). In Germany, the main initiative is AgroXML, in France
agroEDI. There are also specialized industry standards. The CRISTAL standard
[CRISTAL] has emerged because of the needs of crop protection companies. However further work on standardization of agricultural terms has to be carried out.
Financial knowledge
Financial knowledge consists of a set of procedures to generate balance sheets,
profit and loss documents and cash-flow statements. A lot of information including
legal documents is available within this area.
Market knowledge and predictions
As a starting point, a simple linear piecewise prediction function of expected
prices can be arranged as farmer's knowledge, similarly to the solution of
[Mazurkiewicz2005].
The forecasts of prices of agricultural products are also prepared by the Instytut
Ekonomiki Rolnictwa i Gospodarki Żywnościowej in Warsaw.
Current state of the farm
A starting framework for the current state of the farm is available from [Mazurkiewicz2005]. It needs adjustments to contain financial data.
Investment information
Investment can be considered to be a set of fixed resources, together with their
availability and payment schedules.
Models generation
Algorithms for the generation of the final goal models have been published by
[Mazurkiewicz2007]. They do not cover the area of risk management in agriculture. This is an area for future work.
Algorithms for generation of the goal-reaching model are not available and are
subject for further work.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

For every company the strategic and operational planning are vital areas. A lot
of interdependencies should be taken into consideration. Since the whole task is
complex, a program for computer aided integrated business planning (IBS) would
have a real value for managers.
The IBS process for agriculture would consist of two stages. In certain cases
they can be carried out in a loop. The first stage is the determination of the target
structure of the production and fixed resources. The second stage is the computation of the path to the target. At a latter stage, additional constraints can be introduced as well. Both stages use optimization algorithms, most probably mixed
integer programing.
As the starting point of an IBP system, existing systems can be used
([gospodarstwo]). Some standards for data structures and data exchange in agriculture already exist ([FAO AIMS], [AgroXML] etc.).
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IT SYSTEMS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE IN
A PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Konrad Raczkowski
Ministry of Finance, Poland

Summary: While creating the organization based on the knowledge it is
essential to form an information culture that focuses on a man and his
attitudes towards information technologies. It is a man who may increase a
quality and strengthen the efficiency of his operations by logical acquisition
and use of information relations which then may considerably determine the
organization.
Taking into consideration the fact that integration of information and
knowledge appears to be a major problem for contemporary state organizations including the department of finance, the attention was focused on IT
premises for creation of information society in a public administration,
organization culture or consolidation and centralization of tax and customs
systems.
Key words: IT systems, administration, management, knowledge.
1. INTRODUCTION

While creating the organization based on the knowledge it is essential to form
an information culture. It should be focused on a man and his attitudes towards
information technologies within organization culture. It is a man who may increase
a quality and strengthen the efficiency of his operations through logical acquisition
and use of information relations which then may considerably determine the organization. Information environment increasingly resembles chaotic inertness of
data, a kind of jungle or a system of input and output data that in a short or long
term ceases to be up-to-date. In such environment only a consummate information
and analysis specialist seems to manage to track down, retrieve, distinguish, define,
classify, forward to a proper spot and use a relevant piece of information1.
1

This skill consists in appropriate fishing valuable, unique and precious information from
information environment that is overfilled and tainted with fake information. An information specialist has also or above all an assignment to assist and inspire the others in creative
collecting information, sharing it and transforming it into knowledge being practically applicable. See M. Koren, The information specialists as a human being [in:] Hum@an Beings and Information Specialists: Future Skills, Qualifications, Positioning, Proceedings.
The 10th International Bobcatss Symposium on Library and Information Science. SloveniaPortoroż, January 28-30, 2002.
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Curry and Moore define information culture through a prism of recognized
values and usefulness of information in achieving intentional goals. Information
should build a base for decision-making and information technology should be
deployed extensively and efficiently. At the same time the following components
of information culture should be acknowledged as indispensable: communication
flow, inter-organizational partnership, internal environment focused on a common
vision, management of IT systems, management of information, processes and
procedures within key documentation and instructions of IT systems application2.
Having considered the above it can be indicated that integration of information and knowledge3 is one of the major problems of contemporary state organizations. It is not a simple task as the integration requires to approve numerous
aspects including: identifying that given data sets refer to identical topics, forming
a common environment and describing contained data, establishing equivalents
through preparing a data map comprising all available data or converting data
derived from numerous databases into a uniform format4.
2. MODERN IT SOLUTIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Administrations of most states striving to satisfy their own needs and citizens’
needs deploy advanced information technologies which use is remarkably efficient
and effective from a praxeological point of view. Polish administration also endeavors to modernize and implement new technologies with regard to equipment
and adopted IT systems. For this reason an Act of 17 February 2005 on IT roll-out
in bodies performing public assignments5 was passed; the act contained strategic
rules and ventures related to implementing information technologies in a public
administration, pointing out 28 key projects6. They were classified within information projects of the sectors such as: e.g. implementing information systems for
real-state register (in 2007-2010), Domain Electronic Platform MS – electronic
2

See A. Curry, C. Moore, Assessing information culture – an exploratory model. International Journal of Informational Management, Vol. 23, No. 2/2003, s. 91-110.
3
See also: B. Godziszewski, Recourses conditioning in entreprise strategy, UMK Publishing House, Toruń 2001.
4
E. Hovy, Data and Knowledge Integration for E-Government, [w:] H. Chen, L. Brandt, V.
Gregg, R. Traunmuller, S. Dawes, E. Hovy, A. Macintosh, C. A. Larson, Digital Government. E-Government research, case studies, and implementation, Springer Science+Business Media LLC, New York 2008, s. 220.
5
Act of 17 February 2005 on IT roll-out in bodies performing public assignments, Dz. U
2005, No. 64, item 565.
6
Council of Ministers Regulation on National Implementing ICTs in 2007-2013, Dz. U of
2007, No. 61, item 415.
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access to economic departments of the National Court Register, Lien Register and
Central Information of these register (in 2009-2010), Integrated Budget by Task
Management System (2007-2010) or consolidation and centralization of tax and
customs systems in 2007-2013.
The other group comprises of suprasectoral telecom projects such as: e.g.
E-Puap – electronic platform for public administration services (2006-2008),
E-Puap 2 – (2008-2013), pl.ID – (among the others: biometric identity card, integration of PESEL register with TERYT 2, NIP, REGON, KRS, systems for realestate registers and other registers – 2008-2013).
It should be underlined that this sketchy depiction if existing information and
management systems equipped with relevant instruments of knowledge may be
efficiently applied not only in personal policy of administration but also in promoting knowledge concealed in the organization.
For this reason a financial department having at disposal over 400 information
systems (80 central ones) aims to combine them within systems for consolidation
and centralization of tax and customs by 2013. A crucial issue for accomplishment
of the task is setting up the Centre for Data Processing (CPD) which according to
the Decision No. 17/2008 of the Steering Committee for IT Systems in the
Department of Finance from 25 June 2008 on securing services of safe data processing for the Department of Finance was situated in Radom7. Priority ventures
carried out by 2010 (also by 2013 for a selection of projects for customs administration) involve:
 establishing Poltax porting that functions on new SO Linux and Oracle 10
servers for all revenue branches,
 complete implementing ISKOS system for all Revenue Control Branches,
 implementing in revenue branches (US) of the Central Register of Entities
SERCE,
 implementing electronic service of the state budget for all trustees using the
Electronic Service of Budget Trustees (EODB),
 customs projects (12 European customs systems)8,
7

Steering Committee by virtue of a Decree of Minister of Finance No. 1 of 18 January
2008 r. was dissolved and its assignments were overtaken by a newly established Council
for IT Systems of the Department.
8
New Computerized Transit System (NCTS), Export Control System and Import Control
System (ECS/ICS), Risk Information Form/ Risk Management Frame (RIF/RMF), System
for Economic operator Registration and Identification Scheme (EORI), European Customs
Information Port (ECIP), Single Electronic Access Points (SEAP), Integrated Tariffs Environment (ITE), Community System for Authorized Economic Operators (AEO), Single
Authorization for Simplified Procedures (SASP), Single Window and One Stop Shop
(SW&OSS), Common Communication Network and Common System Interface
(CCN/SCI). See K. Raczkowski, Prospects of Development of Security Systems in the Re-
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applying and implementing e-Declaration system capable of processing 20
m declarations annually,
systematic configuration of systems for the purpose of future verifying
Euro currency,
implementing UTM9 (Unified Threat Management) and safe wireless access,
applying services within critical system management and critical system
monitoring,
IT service of organizational changes of tax offices (US) as regards restructure of network,
implementing new management of corporation architecture and overtaking
exclusive control of all telecom services by the IT Department of the
Ministry of Finance,
introducing telecom risk management10.

3. CHALLENGES AND EXPECTATIONS IN THE FIELD OF DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT AND CONTENT PRESENTATION SYSTEMS FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND CLIENTS OF TAX-CUSTOMS
ADMINISTARTION

It seems that an electronic circulation of documents and all information transferred through electronic means will become a reality within few years. It is an
inevitable consequence of evolution of contemporary organizations. Moreover
taking into account an economic aspect of such an approach (referring to reduced
time of document circulation and speed of information flow) or also an ecological
dimension (related to drastic decline in demand for paper based information) it
appears to be of significance.
Having taken the above into consideration the department of finance initiated
works with the aim of designing and implementing document management and
content presentation system IntrAS. The undertaking covers pilot implementing
electronic system of document management (ESZD) as well as complete operations
in the area of editorial services of information-editorial department portal (PR) for
the Ministry of Finance and administrative entities of the department of finance
(JARF) – including Revenue Control Branches (UKS), customs chambers and
customs houses (IC, UC), revenue chambers and revenue branches (IS, US). From
public of Poland’s Department of Finance, Polish Journal of Environmental Studies, Hard,
Olsztyn 2008, p. 93-95
9
UTM – device integrating functions of fire wall, intruder detection and antivirus protection (thoroughly securing against threats (e.g. Internet ones) on one single platform.
10
Minister's of Finance guidelines on IT roll-out in the Department of Finance, Warsaw
2008, p. 5.
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the end-users' perspective beneficiaries of the facility involve especially tax-payers,
entrepreneurs, travelers, journalists, external organizations and institutions, customs agents or tax advisers. The main components of the homogenous informationapplication portal, common for the Ministry of Finance and all entities operating
under the financial department are presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Major components of Department of Finance portal IntrAS.

STANDARD
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DEPARTMENT PORTAL
MAIN INTERNETINTRANET INFORMATION CHANNEL OF DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

INTRANET

MAIN WEBSITE useroriented

EXTRANET

MINISITE
Information activities of website
Information for
public

Source: own preparation.

It may be stated that building and implementing intrAS system is going to
comply with recommendations of the European Commission as regards struggle
against digital exclusion due to implementing among the others technical solutions
that enable disabled people active participation in information society. The portal
collects information about all department applications and holds links to their home
pages. It substitutes previously scattered sources of electronic information that are
created, used and managed by all administrations and services operating under the
department of finance. It also means that previous Internet and intranet services
after migrating the data will be brought to a halt thanks to a single portal generating
all information of these services and organizational entities. The portal will allow
to satisfy essential requirements referring to establishment of the European
Customs Information Port (ECIP) in a user-oriented website and within e-Customs
strategy.
The whole intrAS system for document and content management is assumed to
be operated by the highly qualified and then spread across the country (all organ-
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izational entities of the financial department) Portal Editorial Team, comprising of
800 persons led by the Editor-in-Chief of the Portal.
There are specialist warehouses of database formed for the whole system such
as: organization base, expertise base, law base, contact base or publication base. At
the same time it is postulated that a number of daily visits by external and internal
visitors within Internet, Extranet and Intranet will stand at 120 000, employees of
the department were estimated as a half of them. A dominant position would be
achieved by visitors – employed in the revenue department (revenue chambers and
branches) – 44 000 daily visits, customs department (customs chambers and houses
together with customs branches) – 16 000 daily visits, revenue control branches –
6 000 daily visits and Ministry of Finance – 2 500daily visits11.
4. CONCLUSION

Having analyzed a presented material it may be affirmed that within the system
of public knowledge management IT systems of the Department of Finance demonstrate notable development dynamics resulting from, among the others, the National Program on IT Roll-out or EU programs for customs administration. It seems
that organization entities of the department manifest willingness for adopting system solutions, particularly in the field of so-called 3P (storing, processing and
transferring information) aiming to national and international compatibility of
processes.
The financial department as a guard and administrator of national economic
safety and the European Community is of great importance in a public knowledge
management system, therefore it should focus its attention on efficient implementation and operation of IT systems. To achieve this goal it is crucial to have highly
skilled personnel that would be competent to transform data into information, information into knowledge and knowledge into wisdom and practical application.
We may assume that in the near future management of knowledge, both open
patent as well as concealed one, will be determined to a large extend by IT systems
deployed within world organizational culture.
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Abstract: The article present monitoring methods of business processes with
using IT system, which supports process approach. We were shown possibilities of improving organization-processes in enterprise with utilization integrated information system. We were shown economical and organizational
profits resulting from monitoring, control and improvement business processes. The IT tool with supported business processes monitoring was integrated system to management of processes – ADONIS, created by BOC
Information Technologies Consulting group. It’s advanced tool, which supports overall administration of business processes and knowledge. The main
factors which decided about using Adonis system to business processes
monitoring, were easiness service and high functionality of this system.
Processes monitoring was support by indicators, which can be updating based
on data from different sources, like: database or spreadsheet. It helped to improve monitoring processes of select indicators in any period of time, without
extra expenditures on data sources consolidation. Monitoring makes more effective optimization of complex business processes in organization possible.
The article showed mark of application Adonis system possibilities to monitoring complex business processes, based on example of banking transfer
process. Monitoring is very important factor in scenario of business processes
management, which allows to control conformity operational actions with
strategically goals of organization. We were shown, that using Adonis system
to monitoring, control and simulation business processes, optimize and create
various behaviour without necessity of introducing unnecessary and incorrect
changes in organization structure
Key words: business processes monitoring, optimization, business processes
simulation, Adonis system, management system.
1. INTRODUCTION

Using modern conceptions and methods of administration is according to
J.Brilman [1], important condition which lets firms adapted themselves to the new
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conditions in which: changes, competition and customers extort elasticity and
speed of reaction. This statement is especially important during the worldwide
crisis, which influence almost on all spaces of economy. Nowadays efficient management of organization is supports by IT systems using modern methods, socalled process approach. Organization-process is understand there like all sequence
of actions, realized in organization, so both working connected with goods production and the other material goods, i.e. production-processes and activities which
aren’t connect directly with goods production or services, i.e. unproductive processes [2]. The aim of business processes management is the optimization and optimal suitability organizational structures as well as own resources and technologies.
Nowadays IT tools, which support management of organization processes allow to
clear, graphic representation all relations and processes in organization. However,
very important factor in process approach is business process monitoring. Monitoring lets us to control correctness and carrying out the process with organization
assumptions. This type of control enables make a decision about introducing some
changes in processes, in case of when monitoring process indicates some mistakes
in processes or in event of organization strategy updating. Processes monitoring in
IT systems uses two modules, i.e. processes map and business processes map.
Helpful tool in modelling and simulation business processes are IT systems, which
support management system. Process approach without accurate knowledge about
realization processes methods, present run of events connected with this processes,
their correct realization is often insufficient to efficient administration of organization. Lack of this knowledge cause, that decisions in relation to changes in processes are decide blindly or too late and their don’t bring suitable effects. Places of
cost formation in these processes are unknown, reserves make use of ineffectively
and chances to rationalization actions very often disappear. Hence, the purpose of
work was analysis all prospects in case of utilization integrated management system ADONIS, to simulation and monitoring business processes with using processes indicators. We were shown IT system evaluation to control and monitoring
complex to process aims.
2. BUSINESS PROCESS CONCEPTION

Rationalization of organization-process is management system foundation. Idea
of process approach appeared in the last century as a result of spreading modern
management conceptions, like TQM (Total Quality Management), reengineering,
values chain analysis or benchmarking. In development of process approach, we
can discriminate three stages, i.e. „waves”, which were describe in Smith’s and
Finger’s work [3]. F. Taylor is acknowledged as a precursor of process approach,
who created base of scientific theory about organization. The greatest Taylor’s
achievement is confirmation, that in organization of human activity we can and we
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should use scientific methods, which are base on mensurations, experiments and
observation. Second stage of process approach in management at the beginning in
the 1980s and the most important, became introduction of „process” notion. According to Hammer’ and Champy’s works [4] process is collection of actions demanding on entrance contribution and generating on exit some result, effect of this
process has some value to the customer. Davenport’s definition [5] describes
“process” like a flow and transformation of materials, information, operations and
decisions. Wider process definition was present by Backerand Kahan [6] who certified, that business process serves to realization enterprise goals and describes activity of this firm. Process approach idea, consists in streamlining organizationprocesses by introduction changes in organization, which aim is to improve their
efficiency and flexibility. The unit of this rationalization is costs and time run and
also ability of process to quick changes. Introducing these modifications is possible
thanks to rapid reaction on changes, which proceed in certain process. It allows to
achieve some competitive advantage by organizations, which react on changes in
particular processes. Business needs and expectations are changing rapidly which
implies that business processes must be adjusted appropriately. Therefore the management of business processes is ongoing task. Existing processes must be constantly analysed in search of optimisation potential. Business processes management supported by IT systems go to meet necessities of organization, permanent
increase of dynamics on markets and stronger competition. It causes growth meaning of: modelling, analysis, simulation and processes monitoring. Analysis and
business processes optimization usually consists of the following one after the
other stages, which are doing by use different techniques. In business processes
presentation (fig. 1) advisability and flexibility are accented. We have possibilities
to transition from actual stage (as-is) to advisable condition (to-be). So, the final
result is target business processes (to-be) unbased of present process events (as-is),
which are ready to apply in practice.
Figure 1. Systems analysis of business processes presentation.

Source: Personal study on the basis [7]
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We can determine economic processes as the sequence of together closely connected activities to realization economical operations, which bring some value.
Economic process is start by event on entrance and its effect appears on exit.
Shmelzer and Sesselmann [8] communicate that in all economical process, we can
discriminate its main components:
 requirements of customer and his expectation,
 input,
 performance which has some value to customer,
 output,
 person who is responsible for realization certain process (owner, process
manager),
 purpose of the process,
 meters which control the process.
In object literature exists criterion, thanks to this criterion we can distinguish
next processes: strategical, basic (operational) and additional processes. Detailed
description of the process, business process definition, problems in identification
methods and modelling of business processes with using IT systems, we can find in
works [9 - 12] too. Firstly, business process management in enterprise begins from
the stage of process identifying and its description and its monitoring and
improvement in the end.
3. BUSINESS PROCESS MODELLING AND MONITORING IN
THE ADONIS SYSTEM

The object of analysis and modelling was transfer with receipt processes realized in accounting centre. In this process we can discriminate four main processes:
voucher-bound transfer, acceptance a transfer order, digitalization of the transfer
and control of signatures and blocks. (Fig 2).
Figure 2. The map of four main processes.

Source: Personal study.
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Processes map in the first stage of modelling, which reflect processes on the
higher level of simplicity [13]. This map shows, which processes are present in
certain field of action and demonstrates relationships between superior processes.
The next stage concerns business processes map, which illustrate stages realization
of process in detailed level of description. Newly-created draft from the run of
process is necessary to the second subprogram, i.e. acceptance of transfer order is
evident in the figure 3.

Figure3. Subprocess - acceptance of transfer order in the Adonis system:
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a)

Front Office,

b)

Back Office,

c)

Performance indicators.

Source: Personal study.

Structure of process running is connected with organization-structure, because
all process has contractor –employee who is responsible for results of process,
represents process outside and coordinates activity connected with its course. Process owner is responsible for its realization. In our process work environment (Fig.
4) was share on this territory, like front office, back office, calculation centre,
product development, which was responsible for actions: orders control, accounts
service or digitalization and on call centre, which job is to customer and cash service. This type of processes were monitoring based on indicators, which is Adonis
system represent object – indicator visible in the Fig. 3. Introduction Key Performance Indicators to monitoring run of process, helps to increase control, goals legibility and demands towards process. Additionally added mechanism of street’s
lights allows to quick control all changes in process, which are pointed out by
status of indicators (green – plan is put into practice, yellow – realization of plan is
threatened, red – plan is not put into practice).
Process monitoring is extra supported by information about time when you
must get back the indicators, unit of measures or current value. Indicators which
control mechanism allow to describe return period to defines frequency of measurement. Measuring unit can be: day, week, month, quarter and year. Extra mecha-
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nisms: tolerance, range, position range (from above, from the bottom, doublesided) and case data input to indicator. Process indicators let to quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of process, for example we can measure amount of input
resources in time unit, so-called supply-process meters (for example amount of
application for credit delivered during one week). Every action, which is integral
part of certain process can have particular operation time, expectation, storage,
transport and operation cost.
Figure 4. Work environment to the transfer with receipt process.

Source: Personal study.

Run time of process is time activity amount, expectation and transport. Competitiveness of enterprise is very important element. The shorter time of process
realization, the faster firm reaction about market necessities. In case of process
costs, every enterprise pursue to their minimization. All of those component elements, which have an effect on the general assessment in process are fundamental
element of monitoring in process. Objects like indicator serve to monitoring all
processes in Adonis system. Element – inspection of indicators is helpful in indicators monitoring (Fig. 5). It makes summary status of all indicators in process possible. Thanks to this object, we can define planning period, which will be applied
towards connected with its indicators. If our indicators have connection with data
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base, we can define parameters connection with data base too. Review of this indicators present actual status all connected indicators
Figure 5. Review of indicators to transfer with receipt process.

Source: Personal study.

Indicators can consume real data from three kind of sources:
• Data added by hand,
• Excel worksheet,
• Data base - by query SQL.
In process of transfer with receipt, we can discriminate indicators, which monitoring processes: percent incorrect pictures, amount of rejected transfer order,
amount of transfer with receipt ,average time off process. Implemented mechanism
of indicators monitoring enable automatic updating data and support to universal
processes analysis with using analysis track of algorithm. Moreover, there are
available different kinds of query language AQL (ADONIS Query Language),
which search in models: objects, connections between objects and their attributes.
It supports modelling and monitoring of processes in different places.
4. CONCLUSION

The benefits of Business Process Management software are numerous. It allows the company to organize its business processes and observe them visually. It
serves as a way to speed up the implementation of process changes. Processes
monitoring with using indicators allow to control compatibility operations with
basic strategical goals. Thanks to this, it’s possible to present information about the
key-indicators in suitable context and convenient form. Values of indicators can be
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updating in permanent intervals of time – base on Excel worksheet or data bases.
Thanks to periodical process of monitoring, we have constant control of this process. Status of process may be monitoring by colour visualization mechanism – red,
yellow, green, which show all details about the aim. Inspection of indicators by
colour visualization allow to control all monitoring in this process indicators too.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION AS A DECISION MAKING
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Abstract: When designing systems that are complex, dynamic and stochastic
in nature, computer simulation is recognised as one of the best design support
technologies, and a valuable aid in the strategic and tactical managerial process. The aim of the article is to describe computer simulation as a useful tool
which provide an unique opportunity to support decision-making process.
To provide a good framework for reviewing problem there will be presented
an exploration of its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
Key words: computer simulation, decision making process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays businesses face increasing competition in local, international and
global markets where responsiveness to the decision making process within these
markets is the key to success. However decision makers are faced with the difficult
task of choosing an appropriate management strategy convincing various parties
that the choice is desirable. It is important to stress the fact that a central
component of leadership is the ability to make effective decisions in a wide variety
of situations.[Griffin, 2001, p.40-41]. As a result, decision making is frequently
viewed as a prescriptive process focused on discrete choices at a single point in
time [Czermiński,Czapiewski,1995,p.18]. According to Zeleny: “Decision making
is a dynamic process: a complex search of information, full of detours, enriched by
feedbacks, from casting about all directions, gathering and discarding information,
fueled by fluctulating uncertainty, indisticint and conflicting concepts – some
sharp, some hazy. The process is an organic unity of both predecision and
postdecision stages overlapping within the region of partial decision making. Man
is just a reluctant decision maker, not a swiftly calculating machine”
[Zeleny,1997,p.86].
There is no doubt that humans are poor at decision making when there are
significant uncertainties and complex interactions. Paul C. Nutt in his 20-year
research on the decision making process found that over 50 per cent of the
decisions made by the corporate leaders he interviewed failed. His study further
indicated that the decisions failed because the decision makers imposed, rather than
explored, the problem and the course of action [Nutt, 2002, p.245-248]. The
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developments in the information and communication technology sector have made
it easier and cheaper to store, reuse and share valuable information than have to
reinvent it as it is needed. More organizations have begun to take advantage of the
new computing technologies and the extension of simulation as a tool that leads to
facilitate the decision-making process [Kowalski, Nasierowski, 2007, p. 88-90].
2. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The use of computer-simulated scenarios in problem-solving research has
become increasingly popular since the 1960s . With the advent of computers in the
experimental labs, dynamic systems have become a new tool for research on
problem solving and decision making [Pidd, 2003, p.3].
Balcerak, Kwaśnicki define simulation as an activity in-between theorising and
experimentation. In their opinion the computational methods of numerical
experimentation constitutes a new kind of scientific method, intermediate in kind
between empirical experimentation and analytic theory. [Balcerak, Kwaśnicki,
2005, p. 6-7]. According to Naylor computer simulation is a numerical technique
which is used to create experiments on some kinds of mathematical models; the
computer describes the behavior of a complex problem [Naylor, 1975, p.12-13].
Whereas Pidd claims that a computer simulation is a practical way of expressing
what a theory or a model says. This makes a theory or model more verifiable,
because the execution of a computer program can easily identify the problems,
inconsistencies, and incompleteness of the theory or model. [Pidd, 2003,p.7-8.]
Computer simulation is also described as an innovative architectural system
which offers the benefits of modularity, where building blocks are integrated in a
systematic and efficient manner to form complex model systems without rewriting
the underlying codes and performing subsequent recompilation [Erikson, Hall,
1989, p.8].
Some research papers have addressed the closely related question of impacts of
computer simulation on the decision-making process. Chang and Radi claim that
this innovative tool allows persons from the start of the planning process to see the
gaps of the information system, and to fill them in eventually. According to Pidd
computer simulation is recognised as one of the best design support technologies,
and a valuable aid in the strategic and tactical decision making process. Also,
simulation aproaches have become an effective way of managing risk and
uncentrainty [Pidd, 2003, p.45-46].
3. SWOT ANALYSIS

This part of the article presents a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats) analysis with respect to using computer simulation as a
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tool supporting the decision-making process. SWOT analysis would be used as a
management support tool for the comparison of the internal characteristics against
environmental factors. The aim of such analysis is to provide a good framework for
reviewing a problem.
The analysis and management of risk have fundamental importance for decision makers. Thanks to computer simulation even an extreme decision may be
estimated for what danger it may have in real life. Simulation systems are very
precise; they enable hazards to be quantified and risk analysis to be pursued with
greater accuracy, thereby providing effective risk management [Pidd, 2003
p. 9-10]. A characteristic feature of computer simulation is the exploration of possibilities. Once the model is developed and validated, it can be used to check how
the system performs in different scenarios. It also helps to understand the behaviour of the system and the interactions between subsystems. [Nowak, 2007, p.32].
Another advantage provided by computer simulation is flexibility. It means that
assumptions can be very easily added to or removed from models to see if they are
significant or important, and changes evaluated without disrupting the actual system. Explicit mathematical treatments tend to be more fixed in their assumptions.
The types of abstractions used by computer simulation models can be distinguished
into two groups: reductionist and abstractions [Polani D., Dauscher P.,
Uthmann T., 2005, p. 393–402]. Furthermore simulation can be slowed down if the
objective is a detailed analysis or speeded up if the interest is on the outputs and
not in the process itself. However, if the reasons for those trends want to be discovered, the simulation can be run in real time or even slower and examined very carefully [Gajda, 2007, p. 2-7]. Also visibility is increasingly important to the decision
makers who want explanations of automated decisions. With simulation users are
free to imagine how an existing system might perform if altered or imagine, and
explicitly visualize, how a new system might behave before the prototype is even
completed. Outputs of simulations are represented visually, bearing special weight.
When using simulations, users do not just get a pile of numbers, but graphs representing geometrical shapes, images etc [Nowak, 2007, p. 32 ]. To sum up strengths
of computer simulation in decision making processes it is important to stress the
fact that the cost and effort of using the simulation tool is definitely lower than the
organisation of a large amount of physical simulations [Funke, 2001, p.70].
Computer simulations have a few important weaknesses which are important
enough to take under consideration before starting to use simulation as a support
for the decision making process. Most important are information barriers. There
might be a problem with parameters; they cannot be measured directly or estimated
with sufficient precision. It causes crucial problems - too detailed or simple models
for simulation which are only a rough approximation of the real system to study each approximation produced will not cover the whole set of details. Computer
simulation is a great challenge for the designer who must rigorously test parameters
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by inputting real world decisions and checking the accuracy of the simulated outcomes. Also, it must be comprehensive enough to capture the complexity of a real
business. Another important problem of computer simulation is that there are usually many solutions and no method of identifying the correct one. Furthermore,
there might be measurement errors contaminating the historical data [Barteczko,
Bocian, 2008, p.126-127]. An important drawback proposed by Nowak is the excessive time consumed to build the models created, often, by the difficulties in
getting the data [Nowak, 2007, p.33]. Other significant problems are unclear objectives and incorrect or undocumented assumptions that are very often caused by
poor communication between the model builders and managers [Barteczko,
Bocian, 2008, p.126-127].
Simulation is an extension to static modeling efforts and one that substantially
enhances benefits by leveraging existing models and enabling more advanced
analyses that can be obtained in no other way. Decision makers are growing more
receptive to new approaches to implementing strategy using computer simulations
[Funke, 2001, p. 69–72]. Nowadays software to create and support computer simulations is readily advanced, available and user-friendly and what is most important
it is continuously improved. Users can do things with simulation that were unthinkable even a couple of years ago. Furthermore, many researchers predict that
simulations will come to play a crucial role in every successful corporate transformation [Bryden, Noble,2006, p. 520-523].
Sometimes organisations that decide to implement computer simulation software do not spend enough time and do not care about its quality. There exist companies that offer market bubbles software. It is important to remember that market
manipulations are always possible when access to markets is easy and when markets are relatively thin. And only a well-designed simulation would bring expected
results [Charlette, p.1-5]. Significant problems are unclear objectives, incorrect or
undocumented assumptions very often caused by poor communication between the
model builders and managers who have problems defining their requirements
[Barteczko, Bocian, 2008, p.126-127].
Table 1. Computer simulations in decision making process SWOT analysis
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Strengths

Opportunities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1. market trends- arrival of new, ad-

safety
utilisation
flexibility
visibility
speed
variable time
time saving
cost saving

vanced technology

2. an unfulfilled customer needs- computer simulation may come to play
a crucial role in every successful
corporate transformation

Weaknesses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Threats

information barriers
1. bad-quality programs for computer
many solutions and no method of
simulations
identifying the correct one
2. poor communication between the
measurement errors
model builders and decision-makers
reduction of dimensions
some parameters cannot be measured directly or estimated with
sufficient precision
many solutions and no method of
identifying the correct one
Source: Own preparation

4. CONCLUSION

The aim of this article has been to present computer simulation as a decision
support tool, allowing better informed decisions to be made. The description of
computer simulations in decision making process and exploration of its strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) proves that computer simulation
provides more than an answer. It shows how the answer is derived and enables to
trace from cause to effect and finally an effect allows to generate explanations for
decisions. There are great opportunities for computer simulation in decision making process, it can bring enormous benefits it is effective in analyzing various operational and strategic issues . However it is crucial to suppose that due to the complexity of the real world, a simulation model can only be an approximation of the
target system. The most important is to find the right balance, simplifying the decision-making process yet keeping it detailed enough to represent the range of each
managerial decision. Furthermore, computer simulations must be a challenge. At
the end of a successful simulation, participants will not want to stop, they will be
willing to continue testing the system, pushing the limits, and improving their
performance.
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Abstract: The functioning in condition of limited access to resources and
strong market competition determinate by shortening of technology and
product life cycle forced small and medium size companies to redefine its
approach to innovation processes undertaken by those companies. Such situation made SMEs to start of active looking for and using external resources for
carry out innovation processes and achieving planed market position. It is
seems, that the very best way to do this is to co-operating with others companies, organizations and R&D institutions, members of network organization,
and using Information Technology instruments to streamline all undertaken
innovations processes. The main aim of this paper is to present positive influence of Information Technology usage by members of network organizations
for carry out all innovation process.
Key words: Information technology, Network organizations
1. INFORMATION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN THE MODERN
MANAGEMENT

The information is an intuitive, deriving from the Latin notion and notifying,
passing on a message, the caution mean. Information in the modern management is
one of the basic supplies of present enterprises. It is the factor which decides about
existence and the development of the firm more than once. The globalization of
markets, the height of integration of local and regional economies into the one-off,
a quick development of new technologies and popularise of Internet cause that the
role of the information has the more and more great significance. The modern
management at organizations is closely dependent on from possibility of utilization
of more and more new tools for achieving established strategies. The information is
based on acquired from credible sources and answering data for current state of the
knowledge.
Three basic features decide about the usefulness of information:
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quality (means its completeness, the accuracy),
availability (is indicating physical existing of the information in the system
and the sharing),
 presentation (means the form of describing them and the degree of the
detailness).
The information contains data which are analysed and tidied up as well as they
let the recipient for understanding them and through their usefulness they enable to
carry the established purpose out.1 Information on modern global market, value
increased the thanks of its universality. With the Internet it is together main factor
needed for coming into existence of information societies.
The information technology became the essential element of managing in our
times. The fast flow of information, automatic analysis and processing, allows for
efficient functioning of enterprises. Achieving this purpose became possible,
thanks to the development and applying the advanced information technology.
According to the newest market researches carried out for the information society
in Poland, results that:2
 95% enterprises use computers, 93% have the access to Internet in 2008,
 36% working people use computers regularly, and 28% Internet,
 17% enterprises use Open Source software, e.g. Linux systems (Table 1),
 19% of companies is using systems for managing the information about
customers (CRM),
 12% of companies has systems for enterprise resource planning (ERP),
 68% enterprises contact with the public administration by Internet.

Table 1. Enterprises using open source computer systems.

Enterprises
In general
small (10-49 working)
average (50-249 working)
large (250 and more working)

using open source system
17
13
29
53

Source: Own work on the base of: Główny Urząd Statystyczny, Departament przemysłu, Wykorzystanie technologii informacyjno-telekomunikacyjnych w przedsiębiorstwach, gospodarstwach domowych i przez osoby prywatne w 2008 r., s. 3.

1

J. Penc, Skuteczne zarządzanie organizacją, WSMiB, Łódź 1999, s. 526-527.
Główny Urząd Statystyczny, Departament przemysłu, Wykorzystanie technologii informacyjno-telekomunikacyjnych w przedsiębiorstwach, gospodarstwach domowych i przez
osoby prywatne w 2008, s. 1.
2
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The development of information technologies allows to the free exchange of
information and knowledge with the part of computer nets and creating the new
quality of the structures of organizational, business processes and administrative.
The modern management at organizations is closely dependent on from the
utilization of the modern tools which help to reach appointed strategies. Information is based on given received from credible sources and he makes up answering
to current knowledge, which this is the wider notion than information, figure 1.
Figure 1. The components of intellectual supplies.
wisdom

wisedom

knowledge

information
technology

informations
date

knowledge
management
(people)
informations
management
(computer
science)

Source: Own work on the base of: I. P. Rutkowski: Zasoby intelektualne firmy i inteligentny system informacyjny strategii marketingowej, Marketing i Rynek nr 1/2003, s. 8..
2. THE NETWORK ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

In general it is assumed that network organization is recognized as a company
or group of companies that has a minimum of formal structures and relies instead
on the formation and dissolution of teams to meet specific objectives. A network
organization utilizes information and communications technologies extensively,
and makes use of know-how across and within companies along the value chain3.
Also network organization is a structure based on mutual relation among enterprises not capital conjoined and with cooperative character4 (see figure. 1). Moreover network organization could be described as organization where companies are
conjoined with interrelationships on different plain. According to M. Perry such

3
4

http://dictionary.bnet.com/definition/network+organization.html

M. Górzyński, W. Pander, P. Koć, Tworzenie związków kooperacyjnych między MSP oraz
MSP i instytucjami otoczenia biznesu, PARP, Warszawa 2006, p.16.
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interrelationships could be extorted or drop by mutual agreement of all members of
such organization, and also could be described by following interrelationships5:
 organizational - by owning the ownership of all companies belonging to
network organization,
 market – interrelationships based on suppliers to buyers plain,
 regional - companies seats closeness or shared area of activities,
 informal – family, political relations etc.
From S. Lachiewicz point of view “the essence of network organization is to
gain a synergy effect by many economic partners cooperation, but this effect could
be possible to gain only by adapting their own operational activities to network
organization strategy”6. Designating many different approaches to network organization classification pointed out by S. Lachiewicz two of them seem to be extremely interesting from the issue rising in this article point of view. The first one
has been presented by J. Bryson, P. Wood and D. Keeble.
Figure 2. General diagram of network organization.

Source: Own work.

5
6

ibidem p.17

S.Lachiewicz red., Komunikacja wewnętrzna w organizacjach sieciowych, Monografie Politechniki Łódzkiej, Łódź 2008, p. 8.
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Taking under consideration all required connection, which are necessary for
companies to operate on the market, three kinds of network could be defined:
 demand - it is relating to companies connections with their customers, to
gathering new fields of economic activities and retaining purchasers,
 supply – it is strictly relating to co operational connection which are using
to the process of goods and services delivering,
 support - it is strictly relating to relations of supporting relation among
network members.
Next classification has been proposed by A. Jurga, who distinctive the following kinds of network organization7:
 suppliers chain, a network of sub-suppliers, which are definite link of production chain, concentrating around producers of final products (the network creators),
 “star” network, which used to be creating for realization of long term and
very often unrepeated economic projects. The coordinator of the network
possesses strong, leader, position. In this case all partners are selected
complementary, the projects budget is managed be the leader and flexible
reconfiguration of all network organization’s members also take place,
 “Peer-to-Peer” network is based on the systems of communication and coordination accordance to the rule “one – to – one” and on personal relation
among network participants. The coordinator is responsible for network
creating, member selections, contracts concluding, product selling and
network organization representing in the outside.
It seems that the best examples of such operating network organization, from
authors point of view, are; Centers of Advanced Technologies, Technological
Platforms, products groups and of course clusters.
The development of network organization and the growth of economical usage
of the Internet has caused that the meaning of network organization assume new,
virtual, dimension called virtual organization. Widely telling a virtual organization
is that one, which possess the following features8:
 free transfer of resources among network organization units,
 diversity of connection among companies and institution from hierarchical,
by hybrid (specially strategic alliances) to loosely market contacts,
 limited range of integrations of companies and institutions – members of
virtual organization,
 crating and building up formal and informal channels of communication.

7

S.Lachiewicz, Komunikacja wewnętrzna…, op.cit, p. 17.
Compare J. Cygler, Organizacje sieciowe jako forma współpracy przedsiębiorstw, in M.
Romanowska, M. Trocki red, Przedsiębiorstwo partnerskie, Difin, Warszawa 2002, pp. 147-150.

8
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3. THE INFLUENCE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON INNOVATIONS
PROCESSES WITHIN NETWORK ORGANIZATION

Considering that, innovation process is widely recognized as a process, which
enables organizations to foster innovation, by capturing, evaluating, and developing ideas to drive growth and profitability, and to increase their competitiveness.
The best example of innovation process, successful adopted by over 73% of
Americans companies9, is Stage-Gate model proposed by R.G.Coopert,
(see fig. 3)
Figure. 3. A five-stage, five-gate framework for significant new product projects

“Stage-GateTM”

R. G. Coopera

Source: Own work on the base of: . R. G .Cooper, Winning at new products 3rd edition,
Perseus Publishing 2003 p. 130 and R. G. Cooper i S. J. Edgett, Generation Breakthrough
New Product Ideas, Product Development Institute Inc. 2007 p. 4.

The development of network or virtual organization has given rise to two specific factors. Firstly the open market structure could be developed. The open market issue is directly connected with unlimited access companies and R&D institutions to market, which is characterized by highest level of benefits like e.g. unrestricted and unlimited access to:
 better operating R&D institution,
9

http://www.stage-gate.com/aboutus_ourstory.php,20 Years Driving Innovation Performance,
on 14.04.2008.
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new knowledge and complementary resources needed to innovation process realization including technology,
market where useless companies’ resources could be sold giving to companies chance to involve its finance resource to other innovative undertakings.

The structure of open market could also give to companies an ability to reduce
risk level directly connected with realization innovation process.
Furthermore open market structure influencing on shaping basis companies’
competences in range of implementing and innovation selling, productivity maximization without increasing R&D expenses on innovation processes.
Figure. 4. The Model of Open Market and Open Innovation

Source: Own work.

Secondly new approach to looking for opportunities and manage innovation
has been formed. This opportunities is called open innovation and in the model of
open innovation a company commercializing innovation which comes from both
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outside and inside a company. Other words area of open innovation is divided into
two parts. The first one is dealing with active seeking for and transferring complementary, technical and technological, resources or knowledge. Whereas the second
is strictly connected with diffusion and getting rid of unnecessary, from companies’
business model point of view, innovation10. The model of open market and open
market innovation is shown on a figure 4.
Figure.5. Benefits from New Business Model of Open Innovation
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10
Compate to H. W. Chesbrough, The Era of Open Innovation, MIT Sloan Management Review 2003, vol.44 n. 3, p. 36
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In general the main strength of operating within open market is display by using
outside ideas and technologies in internal product development and by allowing
inside intellectual property to be commercialized externally, what is shown on
figure 5.
Figure. 6. The Model of Internet Platform of Technology and Knowledge Transfer
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Increase of information technology and Internet usage with combination of
network organization development have influenced on perceiving by entrepreneurs
all economical aspects of innovation processes course. During carrying out research on influences of Centers of Advanced Technology on companies’ innovativeness all respondents underline needs to create IT tools for streamline innovation
processes like Internet Platform for Technology and Knowledge Transfer. Where
for essential tasks of this Internet platform was counted:
 creating common plane of companies cooperation with R&D institution,
 creating a channel of knowledge and technology transfer from R&D institution to companies,
 creating and implementing optimal research strategy,
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creating condition to continuous analyzing and forecasting technology development and fields of knowledge absorption from important economy
fields.
The general model of Internet Platform for Technology and Knowledge
Transfer is shown on the figure 6.
4. SUMMARY

Summing up deliberation on influence of information technology on innovation
processes within network organization it must be said that development of network
organization structures, including open markets and area of open innovation, would
have major impact on effectiveness of all innovation process carrying out by enterprises and R&D institution.
Furthermore it should contribute to streamline information and knowledge flow
from R&D institution to companies, adapting new research strategy for whole network organization and increasing numbers of new innovation absorption and implementation to market. In consequences it should contribute to improvement competitive position of all companies and R&D institutions - members of network organization.
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UNMANNED SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING ON
THE BASIS OF INTELLIGENT STATE ADMINISTRATION
Jerzy Tchórzewski
Institute of Computer Science
University of Podlasie

Abstract: eAdministration systems including state eAdministration systems
are classified as unmanned factories. The paper concerns the search for a
model of a state eAdministration system. A computational experiment was
presented connected with the state budget system.
Key words: unmanned factory, eAdministration, steering theory, knowledge
management, MATLAB and Simulink
1. UNMANNED FACTORIES

The appearance of the term unmanned factory followed the coinage of the expression unmanned production in order to define manufacturing systems operated
by fully-automated, flexible systems, which practically do not need staff to function properly, and where the number of employees, reduced to a fraction (a few
percent) of the staff, monitor the functioning of the system.
At present, highly automated systems such as telecommunication systems,
computer systems, including Internet and intranets, electrical energy systems and
eAdministration systems i.a. eOffice [Sienkiewicz P., 2003, Wiliński A., 2007] are
classified as technical systems meeting the requirements for unmanned factories.
One of the first, most widely known development programmes concerning unmanned factories in the 80s and 90s was a Japanese Project Methodology for Unmanned Manufacturing.
MUM program (Polish unmanned production methodology), started in 1973.
First results were published in the 1980s and 1990s. The project has been financed
by the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Trade and Industry. The designed factory concerns flexible, automated system for the production of machine tool units such as
turrets, spindles, car gearboxes.
2. eADMINISTRATION

It is convenient to use the theory concerning huge systems steering and development to design a development model of eAdministration system functioning as
an unmanned factory. In the 1980s and 1990s there appeared a lot of papers con-
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cerning the steering theory and system engineering1 that may be used in the process
of constructing a model of state eAdministration, i.e. a model, which would make it
possible to search for such features of a system as the possibility to steer, control
and observe as well as internally organize the system [Kaczorek T., et al., 2006].
Therefore, a description of the system in the state space is important in order to
distinguish matrix A – a matrix of the internal organization of the process (the transition matrix) as well as matrix B – a matrix containing input variables’ influence
on state variables, and matrix C – a matrix containing state variables’ influence on
output variables. Matrix D usually assumes values equal zero.
In order to obtain a development model of state eAdministration (EAP), development modelling or development identification may be conducted. Due to the fact
that the state administration system (as well as its subsystems) is a huge and distributed system, the only method to obtain the development model of EAP system
is the identification process. Identification of EAP system development may be
conducted by means of a passive experiment and is connected with creating an
appropriate database containing both input and output values. As a result of the
identification process a catalogue of models may be obtained, from which the development model that is closest to statistical data (obtained on the basis of measurements) is selected [Tchórzewski J., 2007, Tchórzewski J,. 2009].
There are many tools to support the identification process. One of them, oriented towards calculations and engineering analyses is MATLAB environment
with a System Identification Toolbox. The development model obtained in the
MATLAB environment is a th matrix (arx models). An arx model is then transformed into an EAP development model in the state space, thus obtaining a development state vector of the EAP system, with development state variables
[Tchórzewski J., 2009, Zimmer A., 1998].
The number of administrative decisions, the annual number of generated
administrative decisions, the number of installed computers, printers, computer
programs, etc. may be input and output variables.
The following basic terms were used in this paper: system range, organizational
stream, organizational converter, development system, development needs and
possibilities, system discrepancies, information code vs. development code, system’s parametric and structural changes, system development model in the state
space, system development model in the state space , studying regularities in the
system development in the state space (e.g. Evans’ root lines), state variables interpretation, coding and decoding of the development, etc.
1
Józef Konieczny – Inżynieria systemów działania (WNT, Warszawa 1983), Włodzimierz Bojarski – Podstawy
analizy i inżynierii systemów. PWN. Warszawa 1984, Robert Staniszewski – Cybernetyczna teoria projektowania
(Ossolineum, Wrocław 1988),Jerzy Tchórzewski – Inżynieria rozwoju systemów (WSRP, Siedlce 1992), Piotr
Sienkiewicz – Analiza systemowa. Podstawy i zastosowania (Bellona, Warszawa 1994).
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3. DEVELOPMENT MODEL
IN THE STATE SPACE

OF

STATE

eADMINISTRATION

(EAP)

The approach (presented in this paper) towards the identification of the state
eAdministration system development where the system is considered an intelligent
system, is not a totally new concept as there have been attempts in science to define
a management system, including state administration system as a control system
for many years.
In the identification experiments a parametric model - AutoRegressive with
eXogenous input 2 was used. It may be described as follows [Zimmer A., 2006]:

y (θ ) = − a1 y (θ − 1) − a2 y (θ − 2) − ... − ana y (θ − na ) + b1u (θ − 1) +
+ ... + bnbu (θ − nb) + v(θ ),

(1)

As a result of identification, a parametric model in the form of a th matrix is obtained, i.e. for the arx model i.a. parameters: na, nb, nc and A(q), B(q), C(q), etc.
Thus:

θ = [a1 , a2 ,..., ana , b1 , b2 ,..., bnb , c1 , c2 ,..., cnc ]T

( 2)

4. RESEARCH CONCERNING EAP SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Parametric changes do not interfere with or disturb the state of safe development of eAdministration system. On the other hand, structural changes result in a
dangerous state of state eAdministration system (EAP) development, the consequence of which may be a rapid change in the characteristics of size and the values
of variable quantities of the state as well as system inputs and outputs.
The reasons for structural changes may result from the need to introduce new
technologies or the possibility to conduct investment processes (introduce new
generation of computers, printers, software, faxes, etc.). Such structural change
may be a transition from paper state administration into state eAdministration. At
present, introduction of state eAdministration determines new areas of structure
and organization both with respect to functioning of the administration itself and its
relations with nearer and further neighbourhood.
State administration, including national administration is becoming a distributed eOffice where decisions are made on the basis of electronic systems providing
information for the management. Although good models of providing information
2

arx model; AutoRegressive with eXogenous input
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are missing, such IT systems as PESEL, REGON, KIP, or tax warehouse WHTAX,
customs systems: Celina and ZEFIR, etc. are developed.
Re-engineering of administration, considering system knowledge understood in
this way, is to result in the administration of the 21st century, which provides high
quality products and services to its clients [Sienkiewicz P, 2003, Tadeusiewicz R.,
2002, Tchórzewski J., 1990]. In a state with a modern legal system, system solutions as well as a new philosophy of functioning and development of state should
be introduced, which is connected with making amendments to the Constitution in
force, and even the need to reshape it entirely.
5. STATE OF RESEARCH CONCERNING eADMINISTATION

The research meets the needs of documents ePoland and eEurope, as well as a
number of documents in departments, districts and smaller units of administration,
which appear in different forms e.g. strategies of computerized state offices, etc.
[Sienkiewicz P., 2003, Tchórzewski J., 2008]. The act passed by the Sejm (the
lower chamber of Polish Parliament) of 14th July 2000, allowed to undertake preparatory works as regards state administration. Based on this act, on 28th November, the Council of Ministers adopted two documents, “Position as regards the
resolution by the Sejm of the Republic of Poland of 14th July 2000 as regards building the basics of eSociety in Poland” and “Goals and directions of eSociety development in Poland. ” prepared by the Scientific Research Committee. Simultaneously, the Council of Ministers obliged itself to take series of measures to facilitate
the development of e-society in Poland, which resulted in preparing the following
document “ePoland – Strategy of eSociety development in Poland for the years
2001-2006” (following the example of the European initiative eEurope). Document ePoland contains needs analysis as regards access to information, its use and
indispensable tools for broadly understood eInfrastructure. It is Poland’s response
to the declaration adopted by candidate countries for European Union accession,
during a conference in Warsaw in May 2000 that state e-programmes will be prepared under the eEurope+ programme.
As regards computerization, this plan is limited to the following goals, e.g. introducing new IT technologies, preparing new legal regulations to allow the functioning of virtual administrations, preparing state administration for new methods
of work, introducing e-documents flow. On the other hand, the document “Computerization strategy of the Republic of Poland – ePoland for the years 20042006” (2003) concerns the vision of computerization of Poland, including areas
and priorities of computerization of Poland, taking into account competencies of
each entity and sources of financing.
The priorities included i.a. broadband Internet for schools, broadband Internet
for state administration, access infrastructure, teleinformatics infrastructure for
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science, e-security, Gateway to Poland, Gateway to Europe, central administration
databases and registers, Polish content on the Internet, distance learning, e-medical
services, e-commerce, strategy of introduction of ground radio broadcast and digital TV, common computer literacy, information exclusion prevention, increasing
vocational IT training, etc.
6. STATE OF RESEARCH CONCERNING eADMINISTATION

Input data that reflect parameters of the object in question are indispensable to
identify the object. The experiment studies the condition of the state budget in the
years 1997-2006 [Tchórzewski J., 2007].
Data were grouped into input data u (fig. 1) and output data y (fig. 2), and were
labeled as follows for the purpose of the presented experiment:
u1 – a total of employed in the state economy ( data for the end of the period)
[thousands of persons],
u2 – total number of the unemployed (data for the end of the period) [thousands
of persons],
Figure 1. Characteristics of employers and unemployed in 1992-2009 years.
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y1 – state budget income in total (from the beginning of the year to the end
of the period) [million PLN],
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y2 – state budget expenditure in total (from the beginning of the year to the
end of the period) [million PLN],
y3 – budget deficit [million PLN].
Figure 2. Characteristics of polish incomes, expenditures and deficit in years 1992-2009.
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As a result of identification, a parametric model in the form of a th matrix is obtained, i.e. for the arx model i.a. parameters: na, nb, nc and A(q), B1(q), B2(q), for
state budget income in total, namely (fig. 3):

A(q ) = 1 − 0.748 ⋅ q −1 − 0.2137 ⋅ q −2 + 0.61 ⋅ q −3 − 0.3749 ⋅ q −4
B1(q) = −0.03261 ⋅ q −1 − 0.5528 ⋅ q −2 − 0.2843 ⋅ q −3 + 0.1346 ⋅ q −4
B 2(q) = 0.2141 ⋅ q −1 − 0.1193 ⋅ q −2 + 0.1972 ⋅ q −3 + 0.3469 ⋅ q −4
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(3)

Figure 3. The characteristic of state budget for u – input and y1 output (arx441 89,92%).

Source:Own preparation.

And next in state space the following model of the state budget system development was obtained as regards the part concerning the subsystem of how the employed and the unemployed influence state budget income (fig.4):
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⎢ •x1 ⎥ ⎡ 0.748
⎢ x2 ⎥ ⎢0.2137
⎢ • ⎥=⎢
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⎣⎢ x4 ⎦⎥
y1 = x1.
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and next we can obtain knowledge about inner organization, which contain matrix
A:

⎡ 0.748
⎢0.2137
A=⎢
⎢ − 0.61
⎢
⎣0.3749

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0⎤
0⎥⎥
1⎥
⎥
0⎦

(5)

Figure 4. Flowchart of the state budget system development
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1

y1

From inner organization matrix A we can obtain roots, which give us a lot of
information about inner organization in our budget model. In this way we obtain
four root line (fig. 5), where we have next Eigen value, namely:

⎡ − 0.8706 ⎤
⎢
⎥
0.7966
⎢
⎥
ans =
⎢0.411 + 0.6096i ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣0.411 − 0.6096i ⎦

(6)

Figure 5. Roots lines of polish state budget

Source:Own preparation.

In analogy way we can obtain some information about level of steering process, which contain matrix B, namely:

⎡− 0.0326 0.2141 ⎤
⎢ − 0.5528 − 0.1193⎥
⎥
B=⎢
⎢ − 0.2843 0.1972 ⎥
⎢
⎥
0.3469 ⎦
⎣ 0.1346

(7)
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and matrix C and D:

C = [1]

and

D = [0]

(8)

Due to the fact that there are state variables of the term x1 with the dimension
and nature of y1, state variable x1 is cumulative i.e. gathers the state budget income,
and due to the considered group of inputs, which constitute employed and unemployed persons in state economy, this variable is a stream of state budget income
generated by working individuals or individuals registered as unemployed.
Coefficient k1, however, at the u1 in the output equation expresses the influence
of one employed person on the level of state budget income, and is expressed as a
unit [million PLN/ person], and the coefficient k2 at the u2 in the output equation
(4) expresses the influence of one unemployed person on the level of state budget
income and is expressed as a unit [million PLN/ person]. Other state variables in

the state equations may be understood in a similar way (3).
7. CONCLUSIONS

The method of the identification of a huge and distributed system such as state
eAdministration system (EAP) that was proposed in this paper was verified using
statistical data. Appropriate system development models were obtained taking state
budget as an example. It is shown that matrix A contains some very imported
knowledge about inner organization which there are in our model of budget.
This paper contains the results of research as regards the method of coding and
decoding the development of the system and its can be use to simulation in the
Simulink environment. Model coding involves its notation in the form of the initial
population, which is then successfully used in the evolutional algorithms to general
the initial population.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF E-LEARNING IN
COMPANY –SUCCESS PROBABILITY MATRIX
Tomasz Woźniakowski
Piotr Jałowiecki
Arkadiusz Orłowski
Department of Informatics
Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW)

Summary: Profile of the company that can benefit a lot from the implementation of e-learning emerges from the data collected in research as medium or
large company, with computers in the network, making use of the Internet
and having its own website. These companies could benefit from information
systems to support management and are engaged in the production or delivery of services with a high degree of innovation and high value-added services. The catalog of these characteristics and the degree of their relevance
has been established as a result of research and provides a basis for the creation of a matrix tool that measure approximate likelihood of success in implementing e-learning.
Key words: informatics, e-learning, management.
1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is becoming an essential element of the company image in the
market and will affect a competitive advantage.[1] A new model of the economy
can be characterized not only by the description of the most important phenomena,
but also by properties of the entities involved. These are companies with formerly
unknown characteristics: the value of their physical assets is small in relation to
total capital, they owe. They utilize highly innovative technologies. The biggest
challenge is the twenty-first century is the ability to create and absorb an innovation. The knowledge organizations are more flexible then their industrial predecessors. The rules of competition that they are guided, are also different from the rules
formulated for the purpose of industrial companies.[2] As an example we should
mention Blue Ocean Strategy which is a business strategy that promotes creating
new market space or "blue ocean" rather than competing in an existing industry.
One of the possible ways to handle knowledge issues in company is e-learning.
[3] The research conducted in 2006 and 2007 in Poland provided information on
the readiness of companies to implement e-learning, its degree of computerization,
and allowed to create a catalog of features that have a positive or negative impact
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on the success of such distance learning ventures. To create detailed model of an
enterprise that could benefit from remote learning technology, a survey of companies that have already implemented this solution has been made. The organizations
managers have been asked detailed questions on the characteristics of their organization, which facilitated or hindered the introduction of this technology. In this
way, the criteria for a model of analysis for the usefulness of e-learning processes
in management have been estimated.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH

The research was conducted in 2006 and 2007 based on a probe of the companies that responded positively to the question on using e-learning in the previous
surveys, and supplemented by a list of companies from all over the country benefiting from this technology. This list was based on information provided from the
suppliers of such solutions.
Finally, 60 companies took part in the research and 58% responded to the questionnaire. Surveys were supplemented by direct interview with selected participants.
- The criterion of size.
Respondents identified the following factors positively affecting the implementation of e-learning:
• A large number of people in need of continuous training,
• Complex organizational structures,
• The fragmentation of company territorial structure
• A large number of business partners
• The complexity of business processes,
• Economics of scale,
• Organizational culture and an attitude of the Board.
• Access to funding - allowing the organization to carry out the investment.
- The criterion of IT usage in companies.
• Respondents identified the following factors positively affecting the implementation of e-learning:
• An adequate number of computers connected in a network
• Accessibility to a computer in the workplace,
• Access to the Internet,
• The use of information systems to support management,
• The use of information systems to deliver products or services,
• Use of e-mail and own website,
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- The criterion for advancement of products and services.
Respondents identified the following factors positively affecting the implementation of e-learning:
• The primary value of workers knowledge,
• There is a continuous need to develop knowledge of workers,
• There is a continuous need to stimulate the creativity of workers through the
exchange of knowledge,
• There is a need to transfer knowledge from the environment to the organization to maintain a high quality of products and services,
• There is a need for training technical and sales partners,
• There is a need for training of customers to assure better use of products and
services,
• There is a need for close interaction with customers to provide them with high
value solutions at the right time.
- The criterion of the company globalization.
Respondents identified the following factors positively affecting the implementation of e-learning:
• High logistics costs associated with sales, implementation and delivery of
services in remote locations.
• High cost of training.
• High maintenance costs.
Respondents provided answers to questions on the relevance (weight) of individual features of the organization to implement e-learning.
Table 1. The weight of the organization features for e-learning implementation
purposes

Feature:
Size of organisation
Owing local representatives
Training budget
The use of e-learning by business partners
The percentage of jobs provided with the computer
The percentage of computers with access to the internal network
The percentage of computers with access to the Internet
The use of financial accounting systems
The use of HR information systems
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Weight
1-10
7
8
9
5
5
6
6
2
4

The use of information systems to manage the production
The use of CRM systems
The internal corporate portal
Having a web page and e-mail use
Offering products, services that require training
Taking part in scientific conferences
Conducting own market research
Offering products and services abroad

6
8
7
7
10
7
7
8

Source: Own

3. THE MATRIX OF SUCCESS PROBABILITY

The catalog of the characteristics and their weights has been established as a
result of research and provides a basis for the creation of a matrix tool that measure
approximate likelihood of success in implementing e-learning.
The criteria of optimal conditions for the implementation of e-learning in tabular form:
Table 2. Analysis of criteria of optimal conditions for the implementation
of e-learning

What is the size of
the enterprise?

<10
heads

10%

10 - 50
heads

40%

50-250
heads

80%

>250
heads

100%

Relevance
1-10
7

Does the company
have
long
branches?

NO

10%

1-5

40%

5 - 20

80%

>20

100%

8

What percentage of
the
budget
is
devoted to company training?

<1%

10%

1-3%

40%

3-6%

80%

>6%

100%

9

Do your business
partners use elearning?

no

10%

yes

answ.

result

answ.

result

100%

answ.

result

answ.

result

5
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What is the percentage of jobs
provided with a
computer?

<20%

10%

2060%

40%

6080%

80%

80100%

100%

5

What is the percentage of computers with access
to the internal
network?

<20%

10%

2060%

40%

6080%

80%

80100%

100%

6

What is the percentage of computers with access
to the Internet?

<20%

10%

2060%

40%

6080%

80%

80100%

100%

6

Do you use financial
accounting
information
systems?

no

10%

yes

100%

2

Do you use the HR
information
systems?

no

10%

yes

100%

4

Does the company
use
information
systems to manage
production?

no

10%

yes

100%

6

Do you use the
CRM information
systems?

no

10%

yes

100%

8

Do you have an
internal corporate
portal?

no

10%

yes

100%

7

Do you have a web
page and use an email?

no

10%

yes

100%

7
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Does the company
offer
products,
services
that
require training?

no

10%

yes

100%

10

Does the company
take part in scientific conferences?

no

10%

yes

100%

7

Does the company
carry out market
research?

no

10%

yes

100%

7

Does the company
offer its products
and services to
foreign markets?

no

10%

yes

100%

8

Relevance
sum:

112

Source: Own
4. CASE STUDY

Each criterion has its weight on a scale from 1 to 10. The highest significance is 10, and 1 is the lowest. Then we may calculate the probability of elearning successful implementation in our enterprise by using the weighted average
method:

In our case, we use the following formula. The weighted average (expressed as a
percentage) is the sum of the percentages of the chosen criterion multiplied by its
weight, divided by the sum of weights.
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n

Sw =

∑x
i =1

n

⋅ wn

n

∑w
i =1

n

SW - the weighted average
N - number of criteria
X - the value of the criteria
W - weight of the criterion
As a result we get the probability of successful implementation of elearning in the enterprise. The result close to 0 is the lowest probability of success
and the result about 100 is very large likelihood of success. To clarify a little closer
the range of probability, some calculations for a number of companies have been
made. They were qualified in advance to one of three groups:
• very high probability of success,
• the average probability of success,
• low probability of success.
1. Here is a sample calculation for the first group of companies:
Enterprise: a world leader in the production of software and operating systems for
personal computers.
The results of the analysis criteria and calculations:
(100% * 7 + 100% * 8 + 100% * 9 + 100% * 5 + 100% * 5 + 100% * 6 + 80 + 6%
* 100% * 2 + 100% * 4 + 100% * 6 + 100% * 8 + 100% * 7 + 100% * 7 + 100% *
10 + 100% * 7 + 100% * 7 + 100% * 8) / 112 = 98%
Very high probability of success.
2. Sample calculations for the second group of companies:
Company: mid-size company providing specialized services in Poland and abroad.
The results of the analysis criteria and calculations:
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(40% * 7 + 10% * 8 + 10% * 9 + 100% * 5 + 100% * 5 + 100 + 6% * 100% * 100
+ 6% * 2 + 100% * 4 + 10% * 6 + 10% * 8 + 10% * 7 + 100% * 7 + 100% * 10 +
100% * 7 + 10% * 7 + 100% * 8) / 112 = 60%
The average probability of success.
3. Sample calculations for a third of the group:
Enterprise: the size of a small production company - working on the commercial
market.
The results of the analysis criteria and calculations:
(10% * 7 + 10% * 8 + 10 + 9% * 10% * 5 + 40% * 5 + 100 + 6% * 100% * 100 +
6% * 2 + 10% * 4 + 10% * 6 + 10% * 8 + 10% * 7 + 100% * 7 + 10 + 10% * 10%
* 7 + 10% * 7 + 10% * 8) / 112 = 28%
Fairly low probability of success.
On the basis of these and similar calculations the following ranges were set:
• 0 - 20% - unfavorable conditions for the implementation of e-learning (most
likely a very small usefulness)
• 20% - 50% - quite favorable conditions for implementation of e-learning (possible introduction of e-learning in a limited way - to meet the very specific needs of
the company)
• 50% - 80% - favorable conditions for implementation of e-learning (a fairly high
probability of success of implementation, however, must be preceded by careful
analysis)
• 80% - 100% - very favorable conditions for implementation of e-learning (the
company is prepared technically, mentally and organizationally for the introduction
of this technology)
5. CONCLUSION

Please note that the proposed model is quite general and simplified. It can be
used to develop a much more detailed and accurate analysis tool for each company.
However, the primary goal of this analysis is to make the initial diagnosis -if we
look forward or reject the undertaking as it might be too risky. Important part of
collected material is emerged picture of company ready to implement an e-learning
and a set of its certain features. A new tool has been developed which allows
analysis of individual cases and also know an environment in the whole industries.
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